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Abstract 
 
This study examines the research output of UK university music 
departments as shown by submissions to the 2001 UK Research 
Assessment Exercise (RAE). 
 
Citations to work by staff submitted to unit of assessment 67 (music) 
were counted using the Arts & Humanities Citation Index (AHCI). Counts 
were collated at departmental level and these totals were found to 
correlate strongly with scores awarded by RAE2001. A weaker correlation 
was found between RAE scores and individual counts. The correlations 
were significant at the 0.01% level. These findings confirm other studies 
that show similar correlations between citation counts and RAE scores. 
 
RAE submissions were analysed and trends were found within the author 
group. However, AHCI was found to be unrepresentative of music 
research activity in UK universities due to its choice of source journals, 
and a large proportion of the studied population was under- or un-
represented by citations derived from AHCI. 
 
It is recommended that citation analysis using the AHCI as a data source 
should not be used for future RAEs. However, if an alternative data 
source can be found then citation analysis could play a part in research 
assessment. 
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1 Introduction 
 
1.1 The present study 
 
This paper will lay out the aims of this study, fill in the necessary background of the 
UK Research Assessment Exercise (RAE), citation analysis and how the two may or 
may not come together. Previous research has focused on science and humanities 
subjects, but music provides a different set of circumstances to consider. 
 
The output of the sector is mixed, consisting of a wider range of formats than just 
the traditional journal article/monograph. A significant part of the sector is involved 
in the creation of new material in composition and performance. These creative 
outputs are not expected to make the same impact as written works in journal-based 
citation indexes, making the sector as a whole seem, at first glance, to be far less 
suited to citation-based measures of quality. 
 
Therefore, this paper will describe practical work undertaken by the author to test 
the null hypothesis that there exists no correlation between departmental RAE 
scores and citation counts achieved. Results of this test are presented, their 
limitations discussed, underlying trends explored and analysed. Finally, some 
conclusions are drawn and certain recommendations are made for future research in 
the area of metrics-based research assessment. 
 
 
1.2 Aims of this study 
 
This study aimed to explore research assessment within the field of music and, 
specifically, to investigate whether citation counting could be used to replace or 
inform the peer review system currently in use in the UK. The scores given by 
RAE2001 were taken as the best assessment of research available at this time. 
 
Music, unit of assessment (UoA) 67, was deemed to be a suitable subject for this 
study as the scores given by RAE2001 showed at least one department gaining each 
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of the scores 1-5*. Furthermore, the number of departments making submissions to 
UoA 67 was sufficiently small to complete this study in the time available. 
 
At the heart of this study was a correlation test, based on documented research 
studies and using a similar method to them in order to facilitate meaningful 
comparison. The measures tested were the RAE scores for music departments from 
RAE2001 and the citation counts for each department (based on publications 
produced by their constituent staff members during the RAE2001 census period of 
1994-2000 inclusive). 
 
The working hypothesis was that no correlation would exist between citation 
counting and the results of RAE2001. This was thought likely to be the case due to 
the nature of research output in music and the less than perfect coverage of the 
subject by the citation index used (Arts & Humanities Citation Index, part of 
Thomson Web of Knowledge). 
 
RAE submissions were used to provide a picture of music research in UK 
universities, and possible causes of the outcome of the correlation tests were sought. 
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2 Literature review 
 
2.1 The UK Research Assessment Exercise (RAE) 
 
The main purpose of the Research Assessment Exercise (RAE) is to enable the higher 
education funding bodies to distribute public funds for research selectively on the basis of 
quality (Academic research assessment exercise 2006).  
 
The RAE was instituted in response to the policy of selective funding that was 
introduced by the UK government in the eighties as a selective distribution method 
for the newly separated research funding. This was due to strong economic and 
political forces that wanted to highlight value gained for funding given and to 
encourage resulting economic prosperity (Genua 2001). 
 
The outcome of each RAE is used to determine the distribution of research funding 
such that “around £5 billion of research funds will be distributed in response to the 
results of the 2001 RAE” (Academic research assessment exercise 2006). It favours 
universities with a strong research base and is designed “so that the infrastructure 
for the top level of research in the UK is protected and developed” (Academic 
research assessment exercise 2006). 
 
In order to award scores that show research excellence, “the RAE is concerned with 
making a qualitative judgement of the research output of those university 
departments who submit themselves to the procedure” (Norris & Oppenheim 2003, 
p.709). These scores reflect research quality with a scale that, along with the 
assessment methods, has developed over time. The scale currently reflects the 
quality in terms of national and international excellence. The 2001 scale and the 
associated descriptions are shown in Table 1 below. 
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Table 1: RAE2001 scoring scale with descriptions 
 
Score Description 
5*  Quality that equates to attainable levels of international excellence in more than half of the 
research activity submitted and attainable levels of national excellence in the remainder 
5 Quality that equates to attainable levels of international excellence in up to half of the research 
activity submitted and to attainable levels of national excellence in virtually all of the remainder 
4 Quality that equates to attainable levels of national excellence in virtually all of the research 
activity submitted, showing some evidence of international excellence 
3a Quality that equates to attainable levels of national excellence in over two-thirds of the research 
activity submitted, possibly showing evidence of international excellence 
3b Quality that equates to attainable levels of national excellence in more than half of the research 
activity submitted 
2 Quality that equates to attainable levels of national excellence in up to half of the research activity 
submitted 
1 Quality that equates to attainable levels of national excellence in none, or virtually none, of the 
research activity submitted 
(RAE 1999, p.9) 
 
The assessment process, currently based on peer review, has been developing since 
the RAE’s inception, becoming more open with each exercise (A guide to the 2001 
Research Assessment Exercise 2001). The first RAE was conducted in 1986, followed 
by those in 1989, 1992, 1996 and 2001. The length of time between each exercise has 
been increasing with each successive iteration: the next is to be conducted in 2008. 
 
The HERO website provides the results of RAE1992 (HERO 2002a), RAE1996 (HERO  
2002b) and 2001 (HERO  2002c). Information provided about RAE1996 is more 
detailed than RAE1992, but RAE2001 is described in still greater depth, with lists not 
only of results, but also the statistics and publications on which those results were 
based. In previous RAEs, as Norris and Oppenheim point out, “it was not possible to 
identify the specific academics returned by a particular department, nor the 
publications they submitted for assessment” (Norris & Oppenheim 2003, p.714). The 
full disclosure of staff and their submissions for RAE2001 provides a good model for 
future RAEs. Thus, an easily accessible information source exists for researchers, 
especially those carrying out citation analysis tests, such as the present study. 
 
Henkel (1999) discusses the background and developments of the RAE and the effect 
that the process has on universities and the research produced therein. She sees the 
RAE as promoting “efficiency and effectiveness… transparent measures of 
performance and… clearer demarcation of the functions of research and teaching” 
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(Henkel 1999, p.120). Lewis (2000) shows the RAE’s shaping of research output, and 
its impact on departmental organisation and individual academics. She suggests that 
“a performance indicator immediately becomes a performance objective especially if 
money is involved”, particularly in the case of the RAE (Lewis 2000, p.372). 
 
Velody et al. provide a varied assessment of “the intellectual consequences of the 
Research Assessment Exercise” (Velody et al. 1999, p.111). They present proceedings 
of a conference on the same topic that drew participants from the UK academic 
community, containing views and concerns from that community. Among the issues 
raised were: 
• Short term research objectives skewed in favour of the predilections of 
panel members 
• A publish-or-perish culture 
• A transfer market in university staff 
• The cost in terms of time and finance 
• The fate of post-1992 universities and their research potential 
• The separation of staff into research and non-research staff and the 
consequences on individuals (summary from Norris 2003, p.7) 
 
However, as manager of RAE2001, Rogers (2000) published a response to Velody et 
al. (1999) in which he suggests that the RAE is “in large part a product of the 
academic community which it assesses” (Rogers 2000, p.102) and that many 
academics’ concerns are unfounded. 
 
It is clear that the RAE is in a state of almost constant change. Along with the setting 
of criteria by each successive group of panels, the Roberts Review (Roberts 2004) 
recently looked at the running of the RAE and suggested changes that could be 
made to the RAE process. Roberts took account of existing practices, the views of 
UK academics and changes to research assessment practices as carried out in other 
countries. He stated his belief that “it is time to move away from a ‘one-size-fits-all’ 
assessment, to a model which concentrates assessment effort where the stakes are 
highest”, aiming at “efficiency and fairness” (Roberts 2004). 
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However, Roberts’ proposals for the running of the RAE appear to have been 
ignored, a new metrics-based assessment system having been announced by 
Chancellor Brown (HM Treasury 2006, p.61). That science was the main area in mind 
during the formulation of this new direction is evident in the announcement of the 
change, it having been made within the section “Science and innovation” of 
“Meeting the productivity challenge”, part three of the 2006 Budget (HM Treasury 
2006, p.61). 
 
The format of the new system is subject to an initial consultation by the Department 
for Education and Skills (DfES) that sought submissions up to October 2006, 
whereupon the precise details of the new system would be finalised. As in the 2006 
Budget, STEM (science, technology, engineering and mathematics) subjects are the 
focus of the consultation document, but it does allow that the spectrum of subjects 
present in higher education cannot be assessed using identical means. The DfES has 
sought to devise a system based mainly on the use of metrics rather than mainly on separate 
academic peer review that should be capable, over time, of reducing substantially the cost 
and burden of the current Research Assessment Exercise (RAE), while continuing to recognise 
and reward research excellence in ways that are accepted by the sector as appropriate (DfES 
2006, p.4). 
 
Possible methods of funding allocation for arts and humanities subjects are 
presented in an appendix (DfES 2006, p.23). The AHRC/HEFCE expert panel on 
research metrics (chaired by Michael Worton) is mentioned and, pending their 
results, a streamlined and simplified version of the RAE is mooted as being a 
possible replacement. A possible metrics-based funding model is given as an 
example, with measures as follows: 
 
Input metrics   Research Council income 
Other research income 
User-led income 
Research Council success rate 
Volume metrics   PhD numbers/completions 
Staff with measurable outputs 
Quality/output metrics       Bibliometrics 
User impact 
Research Council evaluation 
Peer esteem 
Institutional assessment  [blank]        (DfES 2006, p.23) 
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Within these tentative proposals is a large amount of room to manoeuvre, with a 
subject specific approach. In general, the metrics used would be generated at smaller 
intervals than is currently the case with the RAE, enabling a shorter funding cycle 
(three years is mentioned throughout the document). When considering 
bibliometrics (which include citation analysis), a note on quality/output metrics in 
the list above states that: 
Bibliometrics and user impact would vary by disciplinary domain. This would pick up 
technology transfer measures, spin-out, patents, and forms of civic engagement etc. (DfES 
2006, p.24). 
 
 
2.2 Citation analysis 
 
Citation analysis. A wide-ranging area of bibliometrics that studies the citations to and from 
documents (Diodato 1994, p.33). 
 
The common currency of citation analysis is the citation. Diodato states that the term 
‘citation count’ (also called citation rate or citation frequency) “refers to the number 
of citations an author, document, or journal has received during a certain period of 
time” (Diodato 1994, p.39). Garfield (1979) states that “citations are the formal, 
explicit linkages between papers that have particular points in common” (Garfield 
1979, p.1). 
 
Cole and Cole suggest that “citations are not a measure of the absolute quality of 
work, they are an adequate measure of the quality of work socially defined” (Cole & 
Cole 1973, p.24). The normative theory of citation is that “bibliographies are lists of 
influences and that authors cite in order to give credit where credit is due; that is, 
when an author uses information from another’s work, he will cite that work“ 
(MacRoberts & MacRoberts 1989, p.342). 
 
As a tool for analysis, Garfield (1979) suggests that “the simplicity of citation 
indexing is one of its main strengths” (Garfield 1979, p.1). He states that “a citation 
index is built around these linkages [i.e. citations]. It lists publications that have been 
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cited and identifies the sources of the citations” (Garfield 1979, p.1). Cronin and 
Barksy Atkins (2000) provide a broad discussion of citation indexes in terms of 
theory, practical applications and impact. 
 
Baird and Oppenheim (1994) state that: 
citation indexing gives insight into the way science – including social sciences and humanities 
– is carried out, and provides material for studying the prestige of academics, the importance 
of universities, and the efficiency of entire countries’ scientific research (Baird & Oppenheim 
1994, p.3). 
 
However, MacRoberts and MacRoberts (1996) question this underlying basis of 
citation analysis. They present two possible philosophies of science which lead to two 
different views of citation behaviour. On the one hand, they recognise what they see 
as the conventional philosophy where science is objective and free from human 
influence, with scientists reporting only facts that describe the true nature of the 
world. Here, citations are “free of personal bias and social persuasion” (MacRoberts 
& MacRoberts 1996, p.439) and, as such, can be freely used in the ways suggested by 
Moed in “the construction and application of a series of indicators of the ‘impact’, 
‘influence’ or ‘quality’ of scholarly work, derived from citation data” (Moed 2005, 
p.ix). On the other hand, they suggest a social constructivist view of science where 
cultural factors have a significant role in the shaping of knowledge and the outcomes 
are “subjective, contingent, social, and historical” (MacRoberts & MacRoberts 1996, 
p.439). In this view of science, citations are part of a compromised creative process 
and, as such, cannot provide reliable data for objective measures. 
 
In a pragmatic review of citation studies, Liu (1993), focuses on citation functions, 
citation quality, citation concepts and citation motivation. He concludes that citation 
is “a personal practice” and that bringing many individual practices together to form 
a coherent model is problematic. Indeed, Liu warns that “it is difficult to believe that 
a wholly satisfactory theory of citing – or of citing behaviour – will soon be devised” 
(Liu 1993, p.403). 
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2.3 Citation analysis and research assessment 
 
Citation analysis is a topic around which contradictory opinions have been voiced. It 
can be used to quantify past performance and van Raan (1996) suggests that past 
performance is a good predictor of future performance. Moed (2005) states that 
evaluative bibliometrics is a subfield of quantitative science and technology studies, aimed to 
construct indicators of research performance from a quantitative analysis of scholarly 
documents. Citation analysis is one of its key methodologies (Moed 2005 p.x). 
 
Moed (2005) explores in depth aspects of accuracy, theory and the practical use of 
citation analysis, whilst critically evaluating its strengths and weaknesses. He looks at 
the Thomson Web of Knowledge citation indexes and their role in the science, social 
science and humanities sectors of research assessment and combinational 
approaches involving citation analysis and peer assessment. 
 
Holmes and Oppenheim (2001) suggest that citation analysis could be useful to 
assessed institutions in their preparations for an assessment exercise, informing 
decisions about the inclusion of staff based on citation count. In another paper, 
Oppenheim suggests the RAE could be replaced by citation analysis as it is quicker 
and cheaper than the existing system (Oppenheim 1996, p.161). 
 
In a study that used data from the proceedings of the International Communication 
Association for analysis, So (1998) concurs with Oppenheim, advocating “the use of 
citation data as an alternative and even a substitute for peer review exercise” due to 
the fact that “citation results correlate highly with expert review results” (So 1998, p. 
332). It will also be seen that Smith and Eysenck (2002) have come to the same 
conclusion (see 2.4 below). 
 
However, van Raan (2005) suggests that the “ranking of research institutions by 
bibliometric methods is an improper tool for research performance evaluation” (van 
Raan 2005, p.133). He puts forward the view that a system employing advanced 
bibliometric indicators should be used alongside a peer-based evaluation procedure, 
concurring with Holmes & Oppenheim (2001) and Warner (2000). 
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2.4 Citation analysis and the RAE 
 
There have been a number of studies that look at possible correlations between 
citation counts and scores given by various RAEs to departments of particular 
subjects. These studies have used different methods, yet returned statistically 
significant correlations in each case. No studies that show no correlation have been 
found. The existence of significant correlations between the results of citation counts 
and the decisions made by expert peer-review in these studies leads to the 
conclusion that citation counts could be a reliable indicator of research quality for use 
in the RAE. A number of examples are summarised below as they form the basis for 
comparison with the present study. 
 
Oppenheim (1995) analysed citations of staff in library and information science 
departments and found correlations with the outcome of RAE1992. The correlation 
between RAE rank and citation counts was rs=0.81,1 with a correlation of rs=0.82 
between RAE rank and mean citation counts per member of staff (Oppenheim 1995, 
p.23).  
 
Seng and Willett (1995) also studied citations of library and information studies 
departments and linked them to RAE1992. As with Oppenheim (1995), they found a 
correlation, in this case that “the total number of citations, the mean number of 
citations per member of staff, and the mean number of citations per publication 
were all strongly correlated” with the scores of RAE1992 (Seng & Willett 1995, p.68). 
 
Again focusing on RAE1992, Oppenheim (1997) analysed citation counts of genetics, 
anatomy and archaeology departments. Correlations were found in each subject 
with the strongest in archaeology. Oppenheim concluded that “the results make it 
clear that citation counting provides a robust and reliable indicator of the research 
performance of UK academic departments in a variety of disciplines” (Oppenheim 
1997, p.477).  
                                                
1 Figures for rs are the results of the Spearman rank order correlation coefficient test where rs=±1 
indicates a perfect correlation and rs=0 indicates no correlation. 
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Thomas and Watkins (1998) analysed business and management studies research 
and produced rankings which are “highly correlated with those generated by the 
much more complex and expensive direct peer review approach” (Thomas & 
Watkins 1998, p.335). 
 
Sarwar (2000) analysed the performance of civil engineering departments that 
gained scores of 4 or above in RAE1996. Though Sarwar suggests that there is a 
significant correlation (Sarwar 2000, p.5), this appears to be based on supposition, no 
evidence of any supporting calculations being provided. Running a correlation test 
on the RAE1996 results and the rankings produced by Sarwar’s counts, a correlation 
of rs=0.49 was found, significant at the 0.02% level. A second correlation test run by 
the author on Sarwar’s counts and the scores for RAE2001 found a correlation of 
rs=0.36, significant at the 0.07% level. 
 
Sarwar used the citation counts taken for analysis to predict the outcome of 
RAE2001. Comparison of the predictions (Sarwar 2000, p.68) with the actual results 
shows a 63% accuracy of prediction, with 89% accuracy to within one score grade. 
(Sarwar’s citation counts and predicted RAE scores, along with actual scores for 
RAE1996 and RAE2001 and can be found in Table A, Appendix 1). 
 
Holmes and Oppenheim (2001) predict the outcome of RAE2001 with regard to 
library and information studies departments. An assessment was made of the 
correlation of citation counts to the results of RAE1996 and a significant correlation 
was found. This correlation was carried forward and applied to a count covering the 
assessment period of RAE2001 to produce likely results. Testing these predictions 
against the outcome of RAE2001 gives rs=0.61, significant at the 0.01% level. 
 
Smith and Eysenck (2002) record “extremely high” correlations of up to rs=0.91 
when comparing citation counts of psychology departments and both RAE1996 and 
RAE2001. They suggest that “there is a prima facie case for incorporating citation 
counts into the process, either alone or in conjunction with other measures” (Smith 
& Eysenck 2002, p.1). 
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Norris and Oppenheim (2003) confirm an earlier study of archaeology (Oppenheim 
1997) and show that citation counts in archaeology again correlate significantly when 
compared to the results of RAE2001. In this study, full details of submissions to the 
RAE were available, negating the need for assumptions to be made about who and 
what had been submitted. This enabled the authors to assess the correlation of both 
whole departments and just those staff whose research had been submitted to the 
RAE. The correlations were found to range from rs=0.79 to rs=0.85.  
 
 
2.5 Potential weaknesses of citation analysis 
 
MacRoberts and MacRoberts (1989) put forward a number of potential weaknesses 
of citation analysis: 
• Formal influences not cited 
• Biased citing 
• Informal influences not cited 
• Self-citing 
• Different types of citations 
• Variations in citation rate related to type of publication, nationality, time period, and size and 
type of speciality 
• Technical limitations of citation indices and bibliographies 
· Multiple authorship 
· Synonyms 
· Homonyms 
· Clerical errors 
· Coverage of literature (MacRoberts & MacRoberts 1989, p.343). 
 
They suggest that previous literature has been optimistic with regards to the effect 
of such problems. Rather, their review points to the data being “weak, distorted, 
fragmented, incoherent, filtered and noisy”, concluding that “any results obtained 
by using citations as data will, at best, have to be considered tentative” (MacRoberts 
& MacRoberts 1989, p.347). 
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Potential problems with the use of correlations between citation analysis and RAE 
score are raised by Warner (2000). He suggests that there is “a weak, and 
unsatisfactorily treated, correlation between citation aggregates and research quality 
for individual entities” and suggests that “the future value of citation analysis could 
be to inform, but not to determine, judgements of research quality” (Warner 2000, 
p.453). He highlights a number of issues, including: 
• The need for a distinction between research impact and quality 
• Possibility of authors being involved in a wider “thought community” than 
simply the field that their department represents. 
• The need for researchers to have knowledge of the field being counted and 
the problems arising when they do not. 
• Differing communication practices and variations in multiple authorship 
 
However, Oppenheim (2000) counters this view by suggesting that Warner’s 
conclusions come more from focusing on potential weaknesses rather than viewing 
the evidence of an inherent robustness that is displayed by citation study results 
(Oppenheim 2000, p.459), echoing Hemlin (1996) who notes that correlations exist 
despite valid criticisms of citation analysis.  
 
Another potential issue highlighted by MacRoberts and MacRoberts (1989) is that of 
self-citation having an undue influence and skewing effect on a citation analysis. 
However, Snyder and Bonzi (1998) show that this does not constitute a problem 
when such practice makes up a very small proportion of all citations, as is the case in 
the humanities 
 
Lange (2001), in dealing with the issue of multiple authorship, suggests that one 
cannot be sure that the first and subsequent author search is exact. Until recently, 
only first authors have been included in the indexes. As pointed out by Norris and 
Oppenheim (2003), Thomson Web of Knowledge (WoK) now includes all authors and 
“this has improved the citation count achieved and removed a significant objection” 
to the use of citation analysis (Norris & Oppenheim 2003, p.717). However, this only 
applies to the authors of articles from journals that are indexed by AHCI and not to 
the citations contained within those articles (Thomson Corporation 2006). Therefore, 
second authors are still disadvantaged to a large extent. 
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2.6 Citation metrics and the humanities 
 
“Science on the one hand and humanities on the other are two distinct domains of 
scholarship with essentially different substantive contents” (Moed 2005, p.12). It 
follows that the application of citation indexing to these differing domains may yield 
outcomes of differing usefulness due to the favoured publication type of each subject 
area. In science, there is the “consistently demonstrated primacy of the journal 
article”, whereas the monograph is “the leading medium of scholarly 
communication in the humanities” (Cullars 1998, p.42). In relation to this, “the 
application of citation index data depends on the role of journal articles in the 
different fields” (van Raan 2005, p.138). 
 
WoK citation indexes, including the AHCI, use journals to provide their citation data. 
Moed (2005) describes the adequacy of coverage2 of the humanities in the WoK 
citation indexes as moderate (Moed 2005 p.138). He suggests that “a principal cause 
of non-excellent coverage is the importance of sources other than international 
journals, such as books and conference proceedings” (Moed 2005, p.3). Nederhof 
(2006) confirms the need for an extended source base in the humanities as compared 
to the sciences. 
 
Another critical factor for the improvement of WoK coverage may be the feasibility 
of compiling any list of core journals. Within music, this factor arose with a heated 
debate over AHRB proposals for academics to nominate their (ten) choices for a list 
of core journals. It is not surprising, then, that 
the original journals project was abandoned, as the arts and humanities community strongly 
voiced its opposition to the creation of "top ten" lists of journals.3 
 
Since then, the European Science Foundation Standing Committee for the 
Humanities has instigated the European Reference Index for the Humanities. This 
                                                
2 “The concept of coverage relates to the extent to which the sources processed by Thomson for its 
Citation Indexes (mainly scholarly journals) cover the written scholarly literature in a field” (Moed 
2005, p.119). 
3 Email from Laura Lugg, AHRC, to Mark Summers 15.08.06 
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aims to provide “quantitative criteria and to advance an evaluation of the research 
productivity in terms of bibliometrics” (Peyraube 2005, p.1) and to provide an 
international reference tool that would succeed where the AHCI does not in terms of 
providing a comprehensive coverage of the humanities. Specifically, the project 
intends to: 
• Confirm the deficiency of AHCI 
• Compile lists of reference journals 
• Provide list compilation methodologies 
• Establish expert monitoring groups 
• Investigate the inclusion of books into the database (Peyraube 2005, p.2) 
 
The inclusion of monographs may be the key to a successful, representative citation 
analysis of humanities subjects. In their study of sociological literature, Cronin, 
Snyder and Atkins (1997) point to  
the possible existence of two populations of influential authors – one in monographs, one in 
journals. Given the lack of comparability between highly cited authors in the monographic 
and journal literatures, [a WoK]-based analysis of scholarly impact may sometimes 
underestimate, or overlook, the contributions of an author (Cronin, Snyder & Atkins 1997, 
p.270). 
 
 
2.7 Music research 
 
The nature of music and its study is an area that lends itself to a large research 
footprint with many overlaps and many different directions of proceeding. Francis 
Crick of DNA fame suggested that “new specialisms to explore could readily be 
devised by the simple process of yoking together two distinct areas of research” 
(Meadows 1998, p.44). Something like this can be seen in music where there are 
overlaps with history, analytical studies, psychology, artificial intelligence, medicine, 
sociology, cultural studies, etc. 
 
Osborne suggests that it is becoming clear that “music [is] a meeting point for a 
great deal of pathbreaking educational work, creative, practical and cultural; 
scientific, medical and sociological” (Wilson et al. 2001, p.1). It could be said that the 
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ubiquity of music in modern life provides greatly increased opportunities for 
relevant research in many new areas but that classifying these new areas is not a 
simple task. 
 
Rebman (1993) notes three main fields in music, namely composition, performance 
and the study of music. The third field can then be subdivided as follows: 
• historical musicology 
• criticism 
• music theory 
• ethnomusicology (the human context of music) 
• systematic musicology (crossovers with other areas of study e.g. acoustics, psychology, 
aesthetics, sociology etc.) (Rebman 1993, p.133). 
 
When paraphrasing Rebman, Brown (2002) adds two more subdivisions to this field 
(though without stating that these are not Rebman’s subdivisions): 
• music education 
• electronic music (including study of composition, electronic and computer techniques, 
music cognition, acoustics, and instrument construction) (Brown 2002, p.75). 
 
Research has been defined far more generally by Watanabe as “the pursuit of facts 
and ideas, the organization of the data to point to some possible conclusions, the 
evaluation of the results, and the presentation of the whole in an intelligible fashion” 
(Wingell & Herzog 2001, p.1). Meadows suggests that “in the humanities, more than 
in other subjects, part of the communication of research involves a continuing 
discussion of what actually constitutes research” (Meadows 1998, p.42). However, 
there is a lack of material in traditional scholarly publications regarding the nature of 
music research.  
 
In the UK, the principal forum for discussion of the nature of music research has 
been the National Association for Music in Higher Education (NAMHE). A recent 
NAMHE conference ‘Practice as research: towards a consensus’ shows differing 
views within the UK academic music community. The main question addressed was 
“when (and how) can (and should) practice and research be made to coincide in the 
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British higher education music system” (Bayley 2004, p.1). Meadows sums up the 
overriding problem thus: 
“In principle, research on all these topics is distinct from creative work in them and can be 
separated off for inclusion under the “humanities research” banner. In practice, the 
distinction has often been blurred, with an uncertain boundary between research and 
creative work” (Meadows 1998, p.41). 
 
There were suggestions that for performers the term ‘practice-as-research’ might fit 
the work of some academics, but not others (Bayley 2004, p.2). Later, there was 
disagreement over the question of composition as research, some accepting it, some 
not. Marsh suggests that ‘research’ might be replaced by the term ‘relevant 
professional output’ (Bayley 2004, p.4). However, this could lead to the broadening 
of the RAE’s remit, it ceasing to be concerned solely with the assessment of research. 
 
It is clear from the conference report that divergent opinions are often caused by 
problems of semantics and terminology and also to the fact that there are many 
grey areas between the black and white of practice and research. Terms used to 
describe these grey areas included practice-based research, practice-led research and 
research-led practice.  It was twice suggested that descriptions of output should be 
directly geared towards assessment criteria and made to fit, in the sense of ‘playing 
the game’ (Bayley 2004). 
 
Nicholas Cook, the chair of the music panel for RAE2001, “compared music with 
other practice-based disciplines such as engineering, medicine and law which are not 
allowed to submit practical outputs, only journal papers describing them” (Bayley 
2004, p.3). He went on to suggest that “it’s not a question of text and practice but 
distinguishing between those that are self-documenting and those that aren’t” 
(Bayley 2004, p.3). 
 
 
2.8 Music and the RAE 
 
Given that it must assess music research, the RAE offers an overview of what 
constitutes music research for each assessment. Reflecting the wide-ranging work of 
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music academics, this description has become increasingly inclusive. For RAE2001, 
the description was: 
3.58.1 The [unit of assessment] includes composition and performance (including classical, 
commercial, and popular); history and criticism of music; ethnomusicology; theory and 
analysis, including empirical approaches; technology and computer applications (RAE 1999, 
p.437). 
 
The music sub-panel for RAE2008 has published its criteria as follows:  
The sub-panel will assess research from all areas of music, which include (but are not 
confined to):  
• composition and creative practice   
• performance 
• musicology (including historical, critical, empirical, ethnographic, theoretical, analytical 
and organological approaches)  
• scientific approaches to the study of music 
• new technology and music 
• musical acoustics and audio engineering (where the subject matter is music-related) 
• appropriate pedagogic research in any of the areas identified above (RAE 2006, p.65) 
 
The phrase “not confined to” in the above allows the flexibility necessary in a field 
where the nature of its research output is seen to be diverse and continually 
expanding. This approach is seen later in the discussion of permissible research 
outputs where “the sub-panel will neither advantage nor disadvantage any type of 
research or form of output, whether it be physical or virtual, textual or non-textual, 
visual or sonic, static or dynamic, digital or analogue” (RAE 2006, p.66). The record 
of submissions for RAE2001 shows a cross-section of music research outputs with 
many of the possible forms that it can take including journal articles, monographs, 
concert and recorded performances, compositions, etc. (the full range of types of 
work submitted to RAE2001 can be seen in Table D, Appendix 3). 
 
Even those involved with the RAE at panel level have acknowledged the problems 
in the system. Cook points out that “the RAE was no more than a funding 
mechanism designed with engineering, science and medicine in mind; it was never 
designed or intended for funding in the creative arts” (Bayley 2004, p.3). 
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As a contribution to the Roberts review, Banfield (2003) wrote on behalf of NAMHE 
to the Higher Education Funding Council for England. He made a number of points 
about the academic music community’s misgivings regarding the assessment of 
music, summing up the imbalance of satisfaction with the RAE: 
“Predictably and sadly, departments that did well in RAE 2001 are broadly happy with the 
current system and wish to finesse it in certain ways while those with modest or 
disappointing results want wider-ranging change” (Banfield 2003, p.1) 
 
Banfield goes on to include some specifics about metrics that could be included in 
possible assessment models such as that in 1.1 above: 
Greater use of algorithms seems to appeal to creative arts departments and practitioners 
more than scholarly ones, perhaps in line with audience and community reception as 
opposed to readership and citation – but these are a minority (Banfield 2003, p.2). 
 
Banfield confirms that “peer review remains the favoured method of assessment”, 
stating that “citation measurement is deeply distrusted”, not least because peer 
review may do most to retain the individual nature of music departments, where 
“there is a general repugnance towards standardisation” (Banfield 2003, p.2). 
 
As can be seen above, music academics have helped create a flexible method of 
assessment for their subject area in the form of an inclusive peer assessment.  
Indeed, many believe that despite the flaws that may exist at present, “without peer 
review the chances of any suitable assessment of the work of music staff across the 
sector seem bleak.”4 
 
                                                
4 Email from Peter Johnson to NAMHE mailing list, 21.10.06. 
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3 Methods adopted 
 
3.1 Data collection 
 
At the core of this study is a citation analysis that counted citations received by 
academics who were submitted for peer review in UoA 67 in RAE2001. The collected 
citation counts were then checked for correlations with the RAE scores awarded to 
each department. 
 
Citation/RAE studies until now have concentrated on subjects from either science or 
from the more scientific end of the humanities (e.g., archaeology). As stated in 1.1 
above, UoA 67 (music) was chosen because it provides a different set of 
circumstances to consider, especially its non-standard outputs that seem far less 
suited to citation-based measures of quality. 
 
Various databases with citation information exist, but often they do not cover music 
(e.g., Scopus) or cover it in an unreliable way (e.g., Google Scholar) and the 
European Reference (see 2.6 aboe) is not yet beyond the consultation stage. As the 
longest established and most comprehensive citation index in terms of coverage, 
WoK was used for the collection of citation statistics. Within WoK the search was 
limited to the Arts and Humanities Citation Index (AHCI), as it is the part of WoK 
that provides coverage of music. 
 
3.1.1 RAE data 
 
Details of the academics belonging to the departments that make up UoA 67 were 
taken from the RAE2001 website (HERO 2002c) where the details of RAE2001 
submissions were freely available for public access. Submission data for each 
department were collected from the “RA1 and RA2: Staff  and output details” option. 
Relevant data were: 
1. Names of UK universities that made submissions for UoA 67. 
2. Names of academics in music departments of those UK universities. 
3. Types of material submitted by each academic (journal, monograph, 
performance etc.). 
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Fifty-nine departments with 724 named academics were returned for UoA 67 in 
2001. A list was drawn up. Norris and Oppenheim (2003) make a distinction between 
submitted and non-submitted staff using the available data on the RAE website, 
counting as non-submitted all those names that had no submissions attached to their 
name5. This method was employed here, providing a second list that included a total 
of 670 names. It was decided that those academics who showed no submissions 
should be excluded from this study as it was unlikely that they would have 
contributed towards the RAE scores of their departments.6 
 
Each of the 670 statements for academics with submissions listed on the RAE2001 
website was saved as a PDF file for reference in the citation counting process. Details 
of the submissions were entered into a spreadsheet, listing department name, 
academics’ names and the type of each of four submissions (journal article, authored 
book, composition etc.). 
 
The standard submission was of four pieces of research per member of staff, in 
which could be shown a representative sample of research and its quality. Some 
academics submitted two (as permitted in some instances) and a small number of 
academics had three submissions and one had just one. Whether these odd numbers 
were intentional or simply clerical error is not clear.  
 
The final results of RAE2001 were also taken from (HERO 2002c), thus recording a 
score for each department (0-5*) and a figure for each department’s full time 
equivalent (FTE) number of Category A and A* research active staff7. Category A 
                                                
5 This was not explicitly stated but was confirmed by email: Michael Norris to Mark Summers, 
11.09.06. 
6 Whether a named academic contributes to their department is not stated on HERO (2002c). 
However, having been on the music sub-panel for RAE2001, one of academics interviewed 
confirmed those without submissions will not have been assessed. 
7 The RAE defines Category A and A* as follows: 
a. Category A: academic staff in post at the submitting institution on the census date who do 
not fall into the definition of Category A* below.    (continued) 
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and A* staff form the core group of a department’s research activity and, as such, 
carry the most weight in the RAE’s considerations. Further, the funding stream that 
is distributed according to RAE results is divided in proportion to A and A* numbers. 
 
 
3.1.2 Citation data 
 
Searches were made for citations to academics shown on (HERO 2002c), produced 
from 1994 to 2000 inclusive, the permissible dates for publications in UoA 67 in 
RAE2001. Citations to any material an author produced within these dates were 
counted, not just citations to RAE submissions. 
 
The searches were carried out in June and July 2006 using AHCI. The AHCI’s 
‘timespan’ limiter was used to return only citations made from 1994 onwards. An 
example of search results is shown in Figure 1. Having identified relevant citations 
(as is discussed below), a count was made and entered into the spreadsheet 
alongside the academics’ submission details. 
 
Figure 1: example of results returned from the Cited Reference Index. 
 
 
 
N.B. Articles with a “View Record” link originate in AHCI-indexed journals and have a 
viewable record attached. Articles without that link are from sources not indexed by AHCI but 
were cited in indexed journals. No further details are available for these referenced articles 
from the Cited Reference Index. 
                                                                                                                                                   
b. Category A*: academic staff who have transferred employment between eligible UK [higher 
education institutions] in the period between 1 April 2000 and 30 March 2001 inclusive.  
Both the former and current employing institution may select the member of staff for 
submission.  Category A* staff will be taken into account in the judgement of quality for 
both institutions but will only be counted for funding volume purposes in the employing 
institution at the census date (RAE 1999, p.16). 
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Each citation was checked to ascertain whether it was attributable to the chosen 
music author, using their RAE submissions as a general guide to the author’s 
research interests. Where a citation was unclear, a check of the record of the article 
from which it came gave confirmation in most cases. Further help was obtained 
from authors’ homepages and from publishers’ catalogues in the case of composers. 
 
Citations to theses were included but citations to items that were listed as 
unpublished or in press were ignored. Citations without dates were included only if 
they were verifiable and related to material published within the study period. This 
applied mostly to compositions, the dates of which were easily checked. Citations 
which seemed to have been indexed under the wrong dates were included only if 
there was very little doubt that an inputting error had occurred. This applied where 
citations for one piece of work were split between a number of different entries (due 
to the many different ways of recording citations and the automatic harvesting of 
same). An example of wrong and missing dates is given below in Figure 2. 
 
Figure 2: example of dating errors for (Levi 1994) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The names of the music authors were entered in the format found on the RAE 
website except for hyphenated and compound names, where standard WoK 
contractions were used. For example, the name van der Werff was searched using 
vanderwerff and Rowland-Jones using rowlandjones. An anomaly was found for the 
author Fischman Steremberg RA (Keele University), listed by AHCI under fischman 
r. 
 
Those authors with multiple initials were entered as given. If very few or no results 
were returned, it was assumed that this author did not use all their initials routinely 
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when publishing. In these cases, further searches were made with progressively 
fewer initials until the right combination was found or until it became apparent that 
the author had no recorded citations at all. 
 
In some cases, authors go by a middle name and here the relevant initial was used. 
For example, Harrison DJT (University of Birmingham) is known as Jonty Harrison 
and therefore was entered as harrison j. As a result of the variables such as those 
mentioned above, all possible combinations of initial/surname were entered before 
concluding that all relevant citations had been found or (in the case of no search 
results being returned) that an author was not listed by AHCI. 
 
Rarely, authors clearly appeared under a combination of initial formats. One 
example is Everist ME (University of Southampton). A count of four citations 
appears in a search by everist me while another 26 can be found under everist m. In 
these few cases, the counts for each variation were checked against each other and 
the source articles. The counts were summed only if they could be verified as not 
being duplicates (as were sometimes found).  
For cited works listed as ‘performance’ or ‘performances’ that were undated (as seen 
in Figure 3), the count was included if the citing article was published between April 
1994 and the end of 2000. It was decided not to include the first three months of the 
census period to ensure the performance did not take place before the start of 1994. 
In the event, this did not disadvantage any authors as there were no instances dated 
in the first three months of 1994. 
 
Figure 3: example of ‘performance’ citations 
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3.2 Issues and observations 
 
During the citation count process, the researcher’s judgement, based on his 
knowledge of the subject, was crucial in the selection of which records should be 
counted. He was aided in no small part by the information contained in the RAE 
submissions that mostly gave an invaluable précis of each author. 
 
Separating authors in AHCI with the same surname and initial who write in different 
areas of the arts and humanities was a relatively simple process. However, it became 
evident that there are authors listed in AHCI as receiving citations with the same 
surname and initial but who were associated with different, similar or even the same 
disciplines. For example: 
1) Different disciplines: Clark A (Royal Academy of Music) is a horn player 
whilst another Clark A was a politician and diarist.  
2) Similar disciplines (i.e., both in music): Fuller S (University of Reading) writes 
on women in music whilst Fuller S (from the US) writes on 14th century 
polyphony. 
3) Same discipline: Brubeck D (jazz musician) is the son of Brubeck D (jazz 
musician) and the brother of Brubeck D (jazz musician). 
Therefore, in music at least, researchers must have a substantial knowledge of the 
subject area to perform such citation studies. 
 
Some authors were listed under more than one department, with 29 duplicates, two 
triplicates and one quadruplicate. It was decided that it was not necessary to make 
special allowances for this case as RAE rules allow staff to be counted in more than 
one department, especially if they are category A* (having transferred from one 
department to another). 
 
Section 2.5 noted that the AHCI now generally includes co-authors, removing a 
significant objection to the citation counting process (Norris & Oppenheim 2003, 
p.717). However, as stated above, this only applies to the authors of articles from 
journals that are indexed by AHCI and not to the citations contained within those 
articles (Thomson Corporation 2006). During the searching procedure, some 
instances of second authors being disadvantaged were found, including: 
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1) ‘Rethinking music’ (Cook & Everist 1999) is jointly edited by Cook N and 
Everist M, both of Southampton University. Whilst counting, it was noted that 
Cook received fourteen citations for this book as opposed to the one received 
by Everist. 
2) ‘French baroque opera: a reader’ (Wood & Sadler 2000) is again jointly edited 
by Wood C and Sadler G, both of University of Hull. Wood received six 
citations and Sadler zero. 
 
This could be a significant problem in obtaining accurate counts. However, as 
Oppenheim (1997) points out, the aim is to achieve a comparative ranking rather 
than an absolute count, as the specific count data is lost when rankings are compiled 
for correlation. This issue affected the current study but future studies taking later 
time frames as their reference (for example 2001-2008, the applicable dates of 
RAE2008) will be affected less by this problem.  
 
Self-citation, whilst present, did not have undue influence on the citation counts. 
Snyder and Bonzi (1998) show that the humanities have a very low self-citation rate 
(3%) compared to other fields and suggest that this is due to the “non-incremental 
nature of humanities scholarship in comparison to the sciences” (Snyder & Bonzi 
1998, p.436).  
 
The length of time between the end of the survey period (i.e., 1994-2000) and the 
counting process (2006) was deemed sufficient to allow even the material published 
at the very end of the period to accrue citations, removing any disadvantages to 
those submitting newer material. Furthermore, it was found that the date range of 
submissions was relatively even across all departments. 
 
A study of the citing patterns of sociologists found that authors form two distinct 
groups, one favouring journals and the other monographs (Cronin, Snyder & Atkins 
1997) and this has been noted as a possible influencing feature of such studies (Norris 
& Oppenheim 2003, p.718). There is a larger number of permissible submission types 
in UoA 67 compared to other and the authors studied here have submitted a full 
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range of these. This raised a concern that some departments may be disadvantaged 
unduly by the nature of their constituent authors’ output.  
As was seen in 2.6 above, Moed (2005) notes that AHCI has only a moderate (below 
40%) coverage of core sources. He suggests that in such moderate cases, “citation 
analysis based on the WoK sources plays a limited role or no role at all in a research 
assessment study” (Moed 2005, p.142). However, with the difficulties in conducting 
source-expanded analyses (Moed 2005, p.142), the case for using WoK sources is 
compelling as it provides a relatively quick and straight-forward method of testing a 
citation-based hypothesis, an important consideration in any time-limited study.  
 
The journals included in the AHCI show a bias towards those published in the USA 
or Europe and this could be said to be a distorting feature (Braun et al. 2000). 
However, Norris and Oppenheim, in their study of UK archaeology departments, 
view this as a positive factor due to the increased likelihood of finding citations to the 
work of their target authors (Norris & Oppenheim 2003, p.718). The list of indexed 
music journals shows a USA/European bias that is comparable to that of 
archaeology and this could likewise add credibility to the current study. 
 
Table 2: international distribution of AHCI-indexed music journals 
Country No. journals 
USA 31 
UK 13 
Germany 8 
Italy 3 
France 2 
Austria 1 
Belgium 1 
Croatia 1 
Czech Republic 1 
Netherlands 1 
Switzerland 1 
Total 63 
         (Thomson [n.d.]) 
 
 
This study takes all the above factors into account, leading to the most 
representative ranking of departments possible from the data available. 
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3.3 Hypothesis 
 
The null hypothesis tested in this study was that there would be no correlation 
between citation counts of authors working in UK university music departments and 
the scores awarded to those departments by RAE2001. 
 
 
3.4 Calculations 
 
3.4.1 Citation data 
 
If N is the number of authors in a department and C is the number of citations an 
author receives, then the total number of citations received by all authors in a 
department is TD, the departmental total: 
 
                   N 
        TD = ∑ Ci 
                 i=1 
 
where a particular author in question within a department is represented by the 
index i such that all authors can be considered by letting i=1,2,3,…,N-1,N. 
 
For each department, AD denotes the number of A and A* authors in that 
department, expressed as a full time equivalent. This information was supplied by 
the RAE within the publication of its results (HERO 2002c). 
 
Four values were calculated for each of the 59 departments: 
1. TD           (departmental total citation count) 
2. TD/N          (departmental mean citation count) 
3. TD/AD         (departmental total divided by FTE of A and A* authors) 
4. (TD x AD)/N    (departmental mean multiplied by FTE of A and A* authors) 
 
 
The list of departments was then ordered seven times: by RAE2001 score; by each of 
the results of the four calculations above; by the total number of submitted articles 
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that each department published in AHCI-indexed journals and; by AD. Ranks were 
assigned according to those orders.8 Additionally, In response to a suggestion from 
one of the academics (see 4.4 below), authors were ranked according to their 
individual citation counts. 
 
 
3.4.2 Correlation tests 
 
This study performed the same statistical test used by other studies (Seng & Willet 
1995, Smith & Eysenck 2002, Norris & Oppenheim 2003, etc.), namely the Spearman 
rank order correlation coefficient. This test indicates whether a correlation exists 
between two sets of rankings, giving a value of rs where rs=±1 indicates a perfect 
correlation and rs=0 indicates no correlation. 
 
The RAE rankings were paired with each of the departmental rankings. For the 
ranking of individual authors, their ranks were paired with the RAE rank of their 
department. The correlation calculations for each set of pairs were run using SPSS 
software (version 14) and a figure for rs was returned in each case, along with a 
figure for the level of statistical significance. 
 
 
3.5 Reaction from academics 
 
Three senior academics from UK music departments were interviewed by 
telephone. The first was interviewed on 21 July 2006, the second on 25 August 2006 
and the third on 29 August 2006.  
 
                                                
8 For example, in order of departmental total, the University of Sheffield gained highest count of 
316, followed by the University of Southampton at 279 and the University of Oxford at 260. 
Therefore, they were ranked as 1st, 2nd and 3rd respectively. Where an identical result was achieved 
by two or more departments, the average ranking was given. For example, both Goldsmiths 
College and University of Edinburgh gained 80 citations, giving them a ranking of 15th equal, 
which translated into a ranking of 15.5 for each department. This averaging process is necessary to 
properly perform the Spearman rank order correlation calculations. 
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All were employed by departments assessed by RAE2001, with one being a member 
of the RAE2001 music sub-panel. The academics were sent preliminary correlation 
results of the present study in advance, showing correlations between departmental 
RAE scores and citation counts, along with a small amount of initial analysis of 
submissions. They were asked for their reaction to these results and to comment on 
issues surround the RAE and the government’s proposed changes. All comments 
have been anonymised. It should be noted that all three interviewees had their 
citation scores counted as part of this study. The opinions expressed in the interviews 
are presented in 4.4 below. 
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4 Results 
 
4.1 Citation count results 
 
Table 3: departmental RAE scores and citation count rankings 
 
 ––––––––––––– Rankings –––––––––––– 
Department RAE 
score TD TD/N TD/AD 
(TD x AD) 
/N 
AHCI 
journal AD 
       
 
University of Birmingham                         5* 26 25 26 29 17= 23= 
University of Cambridge                          5* 4 8 9 4 1 3 
City University                                  5* 13 5 7 10 28= 33 
University of Manchester                         5* 9 13 8 9 46= 15= 
University of Newcastle                          5* 29 31 31 30 10 23= 
University of Nottingham                         5* 12 14 10 14 17= 23= 
University of Oxford                             5* 3 9 5 5 4= 1= 
Royal Holloway, University of London             5* 5 7 3 6 7= 8= 
University of Southampton                        5* 2 2 2 2 2 8= 
University of Bristol                            5 18 17 17 17 11= 23= 
Goldsmiths College                               5 15= 21 22 15 3 12 
University of Huddersfield                       5 37= 35 35 33 34= 23= 
University of Hull                               5 22 15 14 22 34= 39= 
King's College London                            5 6 3 6 3 17= 13 
School of Oriental and African Studies           5 20 18 15 23 17= 36 
University of Sheffield                          5 1 1 1 1 7= 15= 
University of Sussex                             5 35= 10 27 24 34= 52= 
University of York                               5 14 30 24 20 15= 7 
University of Wales, Bangor                      5 21 23 21 27 34= 22 
Cardiff University                               5 11 11 11 11 17= 20= 
The Queen's University of Belfast                5 25 24 25 28 4= 23= 
Dartington College of Arts                       4 40 41= 40= 42 46= 34= 
De Montfort University                           4 39 29 30 36 34= 50 
University of Durham                             4 17 16 18= 12 4= 15= 
University of East Anglia                        4 42= 36 36= 43 17= 52= 
University of Exeter                             4 34 34 33 32 11= 30= 
Keele University                                 4 23= 22 23 21 11= 23= 
Lancaster University                             4 23= 4 13 13 11= 46= 
University of Leeds                              4 8 12 12 7 7= 10 
University of Liverpool                          4 19 20 18= 18 46= 20= 
Open University                                  4 10 6 4 8 15= 30= 
Royal Academy of Music                           4 7 28 16 16 28= 1= 
Royal College of Music                           4 27 41= 36= 31 28= 4 
Royal Northern College of Music                  4 31= 48 42 40 46= 6 
University of Salford                            4 35= 39= 38 35 28= 19 
University of Edinburgh                          4 15= 26 20 19 28= 14 
University of Glasgow                            4 37= 19 32 26 34= 37= 
Bath Spa University College                      3a 54= 55 55 55 34= 32 
Bretton Hall                                     3a 56= 56= 56= 56= 46= 46= 
University of Central England in Birmingham      3a 28 46 40= 37 17= 5 
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 ––––––––––––– Rankings –––––––––––– 
Department RAE 
score TD TD/N TD/AD 
(TD x AD) 
/N 
AHCI 
journal AD 
       
 
Oxford Brookes University                        3a 45= 37= 45= 39 17= 39= 
University of Reading                            3a 42= 33 43 34 34= 37= 
University of Surrey                             3a 30 27 34 25 17= 15= 
University of Surrey Roehampton                  3a 45= 45 45= 44 17= 39= 
University of Aberdeen                           3a 33 32 28 38 28= 49 
University of Ulster                             3a 52= 43= 45= 47= 17= 57= 
Anglia Polytechnic University                    3b 42= 49= 44 50 34= 34= 
Canterbury Christ Church University College      3b 49= 49= 50 53 46= 45 
University of Hertfordshire                      3b 31= 37= 29 41 46= 44 
Kingston University                              3b 47= 47 51= 46 34= 39= 
Liverpool Hope                                   3b 56= 56= 56= 56= 46= 57= 
London Guildhall University                      3b 56= 56= 56= 56= 46= 51 
University College Northampton                   3b 49= 43= 45= 45 34= 52= 
Royal Scottish Academy of Music and Drama        3b 41 54 53 49 46= 11 
Liverpool John Moores University                 2 54= 53 54 54 46= 52= 
St Martin's College                              2 52= 39= 39 47= 34= 59 
Thames Valley University                         2 49= 49= 51= 51 46= 39= 
Napier University                                2 47= 49= 49 52 46= 48 
University College Chichester                    1 56= 56= 56= 56= 46= 52= 
 
 
N.B. Where RAE scores are shared by two or more departments, the departments are 
displayed in the order given in the results list made publicly available by the RAE on (HERO 
2002c). 
 
 
4.2 Correlation test results 
 
Table 4: Spearman rank order correlation coefficient test results 
 
Test for correlation between RAE scores and: rS 
TD 
TD/N 
TD/AD 
(TD x AD)/N 
Number of articles in AHCI-indexed journals 
AD 
Individual citation counts 
0.80 
0.80 
0.81 
0.81 
0.60 
0.56 
0.46 
 
Results for rs are shown rounded to two decimal places. All correlation scores are 
highly statistically significant at the 0.01% level. 
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4.3 Hypothesis 
 
The null hypothesis tested in this study (that there is no correlation between citation 
counts of authors working in UK university music departments and the scores 
awarded to those departments by RAE2001) was disproved. The results in 4.2 above 
show that there is a strong correlation at departmental level and a weaker 
correlation at individual level. 
 
 
4.4 Reaction from academics 
 
The interviews with academics outlined in 3.5 above were general discussions with 
no formal structure or specific questions. The discussion was steered by the 
researcher to encompass three broad areas of interest: the correlation found 
between citation counts and RAE scores; the RAE process, and; the possibility of the 
use of citation analysis in a future assessment process. Whilst ensuring that these 
three areas were covered, the researcher framed follow-up questions in response to 
the interviewees’ expressed views. 
 
Some topics were covered at a much greater length in interview than could be 
incorporated into this study (for example, the nature of practice-based research). As 
such, what follows is a précis of the three conversations, drawing together areas of 
immediate relevance to this study. The anonymity of the academics has been 
observed. 
 
The academics’ reaction to the correlation, shown in 4.2 above, was one of concerned 
interest. The main worry was one of a perceived misrepresentation of a number of 
examples which had lower or higher scores relative to the peer group.  
 
One of the academics summarised the main problem, that of differing subject areas, 
saying  
the worry is that the nature of [the subject area] you are working in will also to some 
extent determine the number of citations you get. If you are working in mediaeval 
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music, however paradigm-shifting you may be you aren’t going to get 155 
citations.9 
 
The top three scores, especially the highest achieved by Davidson J (Sheffield 
University), were largely derived from works in music psychology. All three 
academics highlighted this high-scoring area as reflecting a difference in its 
practitioners’ citing behaviour rather than of a higher intrinsic worth of the subject 
itself. On a more general note, one comment was that “if you look through the high 
scores, they are correlated with high degrees of musicology concentration”. Also 
mentioned was that “the further you get from practice, the more likely you are to 
get citations”, giving rise to a situation where a citation in one field is not necessarily 
equal to one in another. 
 
Another suggestion was the possibility that a department such as that at SOAS10 
could have a relatively high score due to a specialism in a small and well defined field 
(in this case, ethnomusicology) without having to support the widest range of study.  
 
The list of AHCI-indexed journals that provided the data for the citation count in this 
study caused some concern, the unanimous opinion being that the list was flawed in 
that, at only 63 journals, it was simply too small to reflect the breadth of the music 
subject area and it includes journals that are not considered to be of a sufficiently 
high quality. Following on from this was the idea that any attempt to create a 
journal list in the manner of the European project (described in 2.6 above) with a 
categorised weighting system could disadvantage those outside mainstream areas of 
interest and whose main journals were said by this system to be of a lower rank and 
lesser quality than the established ‘big names’ such as JAMS and JRMA11. Over and 
above the issue of the comparative worth of journals, it was suggested by all that the 
nature of music as a subject was to be in continual flux and that any fixed list of 
journals could only inhibit the free movement of the subject’s boundaries. Examples 
                                                
9 At the time of the interview, the highest score stood at 155. After a further check of figures, this 
was revised to 140. 
10 School of Oriental and African Studies, University of London 
11 Journal of the American Musicological Society and Journal of the Royal Musical Association. 
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were given of journals that were once essential reading matter but that now simply 
take up valuable shelf-space in libraries. 
 
The RAE system as it was in 2001 was criticised to varying degrees. One academic 
suggested that the RAE distorts and could destroy the most useful research in 
university humanities departments. Also, that 
if you want to think of an inefficient way of distributing money to a number of 
agencies to perform research and a very expensive and stupid and intrusive one, 
you would invent something like the RAE. 
 
A more moderate criticism was that some of the systems in place were to some 
extent absurd and that the beginnings of the exercise in STEM subjects made for an 
ill-fitting match for the humanities. It was generally agreed that the RAE changes 
authors’ publication behaviour, inevitably changing the way they conduct their 
research. 
 
One of the academics defended the way the music panel conducted their assessment 
in 2001, suggesting that they had done the best they could to make it an inclusive 
exercise. It was suggested that authors could set the context in which their 
submissions were viewed as they had been invited to supply a short commentary to 
do just that.12 It was suggested that  
the existing RAE system is responsible for an extraordinary strength of UK research 
in [the humanities] compared to the amount of resources that go into them [and is] 
a substantially unrecognised success story. 
 
There was disagreement as to whether there was a bias against composers and 
performers within the RAE system. One academic felt that “it would seem to indicate 
that analysis by citation shares the weaknesses of the previous RAE” and further, 
that “the results … give lie to the claim that the RAE valued composition and 
performance at the same level that it valued musicology”. However, another 
academic felt that the RAE’s definition of research was flexible enough to encompass 
                                                
12 It is apparent from the submissions shown online that take-up of this opportunity was inconsistent. 
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performance and composition and that instead of a bias against, there was an 
opportunity for these practitioners not available in other UoAs. 
 
At the most cited of the scale, high citation counts were thought to be easy targets 
for game playing. Having an objective number could lead to a marketplace 
mentality where you could have “so many pounds per citation point. Clearly it’s not 
going to be that blunt an instrument but it will all help to fuel that kind of transfer 
market”.  
 
As an example, we can consider a short book, written quickly and easily for a non-
academic audience, that provided a large number of citations for one of the 
interviewed academics. In light of this, using citations as a measure of quality could 
change the nature of research outputs in a citation-based assessment system and 
potentially undermine that system. It was pointed out more than once that a transfer 
market already exists within the academic community. To an extent, this was 
reflected by authors with high citation counts who had recently moved department. 
Certainly there was a feeling that the introduction of new staff can skew results in 
both citation analysis and in the existing RAE system. 
 
At the least cited of the scale, a journal-based system was thought unlikely to be 
representative of certain groups of authors: composers, performers, researchers at 
the start of their career and small departments overall. 
 
It was thought that the disparity between the results of citation counts and the RAE 
peer review system (as seen in surprisingly low citation counts for some very highly 
regarded researchers) would need to be ironed out. One academic suggested that 
this was one of citation analysis’s biggest flaws and that it would be difficult to find a 
basis where gathering self-consistent information could be possible (though it was 
also said that using metrics would be acceptable as it would be just as bad a method 
of distributing money as the RAE). Self-consistent information could perhaps be 
gained from a system that allowed weightings for the subject area, but the 
difficulties of defining those areas would make this an overly complicated and 
contentious process. 
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The one practical suggestion for the use of metrics was to be simply a source of 
information because “a system of composite indicators can’t really do more than 
inform peer judgement”. A further correlation calculation was suggested (see 3.4 
above), between individual citation total and individual RAE score. This idea was 
adopted. 
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5 Analysis and discussion 
 
5.1 Citations 
 
The 670 authors had a total count of 3487 citations. The range of individual counts 
was 0-140 citations, with a mean of 5.2 citations. The mean for the 372 cited authors 
(56%) was 9.4 citations. 298 authors (44%) had a count of 0 and 221 authors (33%) had 
a count of 1-6. 
 
There are twenty authors appearing twice and one author appearing three times, 
accounting for 258 or 7.4% of the total number of citations (an author’s total is 
counted each time their name appears in the list, the non-duplicated count for these 
authors being 129). Removing duplications, the authors received a collective total of 
3348 citations, with a range of 0-140 and a mean of 5.2 citations (9.3 for cited 
authors). 
 
The top count of 140 citations was achieved by Davidson JW of the University of 
Sheffield. The ten highest scoring authors account for 730 citations, representing 
around 20% of all citations (see Table 5 below). An additional 52 citations are 
accounted for if the duplication of Birtwistle H (King’s College, London and Royal 
Academy of Music) is included. 
 
Table 5: ten most cited authors 
 
Author name Department Field Count 
Davidson JW University of Sheffield Music psychology 140 
Cook NJ University of Southampton Musicology (various*) 127 
Clarke EF University of Sheffield Music psychology 90 
Bent M University of Oxford Historical musicology 77 
Fallows DN University of Manchester Historical musicology 70 
Birtwistle H 
 
King's College London/ 
Royal Academy of Music 
Composition 52 
Burden M University of Oxford Historical musicology 43 
Strohm R University of Oxford Historical musicology 41 
Emmerson ST City University Electroacoustics** 39 
Burrows DJ Open University Historical musicology 38 
  (Total 730) 
 
     * Historical musicology, theory, empirical musicology/psychology of music 
    ** Both theory and composition. 
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Music psychology can be seen to be an area of music in which it is possible to receive 
a noticeably larger number of citations, work in this field accounting for the first- 
and third-placed counts and a proportion of the second-placed count. 
 
The citation counts show a distribution that approximately follows the “80/20 rule” 
(Pareto’s Law). The top 20% or 134 authors account for 2821 citations or 80.9% of the 
total number of citations. 
 
For comparison with a similar study (Norris & Oppenheim 2003), UoA 58 
(archaeology) had 682 authors with a collective total of 6213 citations. The range of 
individual counts was 0-565, with a mean  of 9.1 citations. The mean for the 420 cited 
authors (62%) was 14.8, with just over 50% of these having a count ranging from one 
to six citations.  
 
 
5.2 Correlations 
 
The values for rs shown in Table 4 above indicate a strong correlation between 
citation counts and RAE2001 scores for UK university music departments in four 
tests. For the remaining three tests, between RAE scores and individual counts, 
numbers for A and A* staff and AHCI articles, there is a weaker correlation. 
 
In this study, the whole population has been used, making it more representative 
than if a selection had been used (as in Sarwar (2000), where only those departments 
scoring 4 and above were studied). 
 
Four of the correlations between departmental citation counts and respective RAE 
scores are all reasonably similar, each with a value of rs=0.80 or rs=0.81. Below is an 
example of a bivariate scatterplot of the underlying data for one of these results (see 
Figure 4 below), in this case the correlation between RAE scores and TD where 
rs=0.80. These correlations are again seen to be similar to the findings of Norris and 
Oppenheim (2003). There, four correlation tests were carried out, two being the 
same as two of the tests in this study (the correlation between RAE scores and TD 
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and TD/N), the results being rs=0.81 and rs=0.85 respectively (Norris & Oppenheim 
2003, p. 722). These compare with two results of rs=0.80 for music. 
 
 
Figure 4: bivariate scatterplot for the correlation between RAE scores and TD 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In this scatterplot, one can see the general trend for higher RAE score correlating 
with higher citation count total. Apart from the highest total in RAE score 5 there is a 
general upward trend for both upper and lower edges of each score grouping. It is 
interesting to note that departments only achieve more than the departmental mean 
total (59 citations) at RAE score 4 and above, the point at which funding is awarded 
by HEFCE (Mainstream QR rates of funding by unit of assessment and rating 2006). 
However, a significant number of departments continue to achieve below mean 
totals in 4, 5 and 5*. 
 
The continuous upward trend is again striking when looking at the mean 
departmental citation count as seen in Table 6 below. Here, there is an exact 
correlation (rs=1). 
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Table 6: mean departmental citation count for RAE score groups 
 
RAE score 
Mean no. 
of citations 
per dept. 
 5* 148.00 
 5 88.08 
 4 55.25 
 3a 12.22 
 3b 7.50 
 2 4.25 
 1 0.00 
  
 
 
Two groupings can be seen: first, the authors summed into their departments and 
second, the departments summed with others of the same RAE score. When these 
two different summations are viewed in conjunction with another of the correlation 
tests, namely that of RAE scores with individual authors’ citation counts where 
rs=0.46, a pattern can be seen to emerge. Where the resolution of the analysis is most 
detailed (i.e., at the individual author count level where N is a large number) the 
correlation is weakest. Conversely, where the resolution is at its least detailed (i.e., at 
the RAE score level where N is small) the correlation is strongest. This is likely to be 
due to the averaging effect of the summation of counts into larger units where the 
small scale detail in the variation of counts is ironed-out (see Figure 5 below). 
 
Figure 5: effect of summation on correlations (r=RAE score group, d=department, a=author) 
 
N is small – perfect correlation       r     r 
 
N is medium – strong correlation    d     d     d  d        etc. 
 
N is large – moderate correlation       a  a  a  a  a       a  a  a  a  a        a  a  a  a  a     a  a  a  a  a 
 
The explanations of the range of RAE scores show an incremental nature, stating the 
proportion of national/international standard research activity (see Table 1 above). 
Increases in a department’s RAE score indicate increases in the quality of the 
research activity within that department (in the judgement of the panel). The 
assessment of the quality of the research output of a department’s authors plays a 
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prominent role in the calculation of the RAE score.13 Therefore, it can be assumed 
that there would be a strong correlation between the score of a department and any 
score given to each author by the sub-panel assessing it. 
 
An approximation of personal scores could be made by assigning the score of an 
author’s department to that author. Using this assumption to run a further 
correlation test showed that there is a far weaker correlation between the 
constituent authors’ citation counts and the RAE score of their department, with 
rs=0.46, significant at the 0.01% level. 
 
This highlights an issue that was raised by all three academics during their 
interviews, namely that there are many cases of an author having a citation count 
that was far lower than would be expected on the basis of their peer reputation. 
Indeed, the suggestion was made that the members of the music sub-panel were all 
among the best in their fields and that a comparison of that perceived quality with 
their respective citation counts would be instructive in deciding whether citation 
counts could indicate research quality at a personal level. Table 7 below shows 
counts for sub-panel members that suggest a degree of disparity between reputation 
and citation counts. 
 
Table 7: citation counts for members of the RAE2001 music sub-panel 
Name 
citation 
count 
Baily, John (ethnomusicologist)  20 
Bryars, Gavin (composer) 8 
Clarke Anthony (music psychologist) 90 
Cook, Nicholas (musicologist, some music psychology) 127 
Dreyfus, Laurence (musicologist/performer) 19 
Franklin, Peter (musicologist) 8 
Middelton, Richard (musicologist) 8 
Pople, Anthony (musicologist, including computational) 32 
Samuel, Rhian (composer) 1 
Wallace, John (research-led performer) 1 
Wathey, Andrew (musicologist) 12 
                                                
13 There is no public information to suggest that individual authors are graded but, having been on 
the music sub-panel for RAE2001, one of academics interviewed confirmed that such gradings are 
used. 
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However, the disparity is not as marked as it might be, given that all the authors are 
cited and the mean score for this group is 29.6, far higher than both the mean for all 
authors (5.2) and cited authors (9.4). The averaging effect of summation is clear, as if 
Clarke and Cook are excluded, the mean for the remaining eleven panelists drops to 
12.1 citations. In this way, one or two authors could have a great effect on raising the 
total of a department, suggesting that citation counts could be manipulated by the 
judicious (or opportunistic) employment of high scoring individuals. 
 
 
5.3 Submission types and predominances 
 
5.3.1 Submission types 
 
Given that the music sub-panel allows a greater number of submission types than 
other panels, it is possible to categorise authors in UoA 67 clearly into distinct 
groups. At the most general level, one can see a split between research that involves 
publishing written material on the one hand and, on the other hand, practice-based 
research which produces performances and compositions. A summary of authors’ 
submission types is shown in Table 8 below. 
 
5.3.2 Submission predominance – authors 
 
The collected data were analysed to identify trends regarding submission type. In 
the case of each author, a ‘submission predominance’ was assigned to show their 
favoured output type.14 A summary of these predominances is shown in Table 9 
below, grouping them into four wider categories – ‘composition’, ‘performance’, 
‘writing’ and ‘other’. 
                                                
14 For each author, if any one submission type accounted for two thirds or more of those listed, that 
type was said to be predominant (the figure of two thirds was chosen to account for those authors 
with only three submissions listed). Those authors that submitted any of the ‘book’ categories 
(“authored…”, “edited…” and “chapter in…”) were said to have a ‘book’ predominance; those that 
submitted a mixture of books and journal articles were ‘mixed writing; and those with 
“performance”, “Other (CD)” or a mixture of these two were simply ‘performance’. A combination 
of “composition” and “performance”/“Other (CD)” was said to be ‘mixed practice’. Where there 
were a number of different types the author was said to have a mixed output. 
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Table 8: submission types 
 
Submission type Instances 
Written research  
       Authored book 178 
       Chapter in book 367 
       Edited book 35 
       Journal article 445 
Practice-based research  
       Composition 650 
       Performance 429 
       Artefact 8 
       Other (CD) 221 
       Design 1 
       Conference contribution 77 
Other  
       Chapter/software 1 
       Exhibition 3 
       Internet publication 28 
       Other (not CD)* 50 
       Report 1 
       Scholarly edition 76 
       Software 9 
       – (no submission) 101 
Total 2680 
 
* A full breakdown of the ‘Other (not CD)’ category is given in Table E, Appendix 4 
 
 
 
Table 9: authors’ submission type predominances 
 
Predominance categories Instances 
Composition 153 
Performance 156 
Writing 253 
     Books 
     Journal articles 
     Mixed writing 
  
(99) 
(60) 
(94) 
Other 108 
     Artefact 
     Conference contribution 
     Internet publication 
     Mixed 
     Mixed practice 
     Scholarly edition 
     Other 
(2) 
(7) 
(1) 
(83) 
(9) 
(4) 
(2) 
Total 670 
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This method gives only an approximate view of the music community which is 
useful for purposes of analysis and should not be taken as an accurate categorisation. 
It allows a good general view from which some conclusions can be drawn. 
 
Arranging the authors into groups by their submission types and examining  the 
citation counts achieved by each group it can be seen that there is a marked 
difference in citation count ranges and averages (see Table 10 below). 
 
Table 10: citation count ranges for submission type predominances 
 
Predominant submission 
Type 
Total no. 
citations 
Mean 
count Range 
No. 
authors 
No. cited 
authors† 
% of total  
citations 
Composition 274 1.8        0-52 153 46 (30%) 7.9 
Performance 136 0.9       0-12 156 54 (35%) 3.9 
Writing 2717 10.7  253 211 (84%) 77.9 
      Books (1168) (11.8)       0-127 99 85 (86%)  
      Journal articles (653) (10.9)       0-140 60 52 (87%)  
      Mixed writing (896) (9.5)      0-70 94 74 (79%)  
Other 360 3.33  108 61 (56%) 10.3 
      Artefact (0) (0)     0 2 0 (0%)  
      Conference contribution (23) (3.3)     0-14 7 3 (43%)  
      Internet publication (1) (1)     1 1 1 (100%)  
      Mixed (291) (3.5)     0-26 83 50 (60%)  
      Mixed practice  (18) (2)     0-16 9 3 (33%)  
      Other (0) (0)      0 2 0 (0%)  
      Scholarly edition (27) (6.6)     0-15 4 4 (100%)  
Total 3487 – – 670  372 (56%) 100 
 
            †number of authors receiving one citation or more. 
 
Based on these predominance categorisations, it can be seen that those producing 
practice-based research (notably composers and performers) are much less likely to 
receive citations than those producing published writing. Those submitting 
predominantly written materials (i.e., books, journals and mixed writing) receive a 
much greater proportion of the total citations (77.9% of the total) and have the 
highest averages of the main submission type groups (10.7 citations overall). 
Furthermore, the number of authors receiving at least one citation is significantly 
higher in these groups. 
 
Incidentally, the significance of books in the study of music can be seen in the fact 
that books are cited almost twice as often as journals (as shown by data from AHCI-
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indexed journals). This implies that a journal-based data source cannot truly reflect 
music as a subject. 
 
That composers and performers received fewer citations than writers is mirrored by 
their lower production of citations. A performer performs a piece of music, either in 
public or on a recording. This process cannot cite research in any meaningfully 
explicit way except in writings associated with a performance (programme/CD 
booklet notes, etc.). A composition is a piece of music that can exist either on the 
page in notation or in a listener’s perception. It can be played in public, recorded and 
sold or broadcast and it can be cited in written work by others. However, except in a 
strictly musical sense, it cannot cite other work itself, certainly not in the way seen in 
traditional text-based scholarly research. A composer could use the compositional 
process to conduct research or use other research in that process, but he/she is 
unlikely to produce a reference list for citation analysis. The presence of other work, 
whether text, music etc., in a composition could be detected by a human listener or 
powerful analysis software but this is unlikely to be feasible or even useful in citation 
analysis. 
 
There is no culture of citing in practice-based output and certainly no useful language 
or convention available to do such citing. Therefore, it would be futile to make any 
attempt to create or impose one, leaving practice-based authors at a disadvantage in 
citation analysis. Furthermore, the debate over the extent to which research can be 
present in practice, and vice versa, is inconclusive, making the adequate assessment 
of such research by citation analysis unlikely. 
 
5.3.3 Submission predominance – departments 
 
Similar indications of predominance were produced at a departmental level, using 
the categories of writing, composition, performance or mixed.15 Again, this produces 
a crude approximation of the typical output of each department that is instructive in 
analysis (see Table 11 below). 
                                                
15 Predominances of each department’s authors were counted and if any one predominance 
accounted for 51% or more of the total, this was said to be the department’s predominance. Where 
there was no majority result, a count was made of individual submissions, again looking for a figure 
of 51% to produce a predominance. If there was no overall predominance, the department was said 
to be mixed. 
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Table 11: submission type predominances for departments 
Predominant submission types Number 
Writing 26 
Mixed 21 
Performance 7 
Composition 5 
Total 59 
 
 
 
Table 12: departments and their predominant submission types, in order of decreasing TD. 
 
Department 
RAE 
score TD DPr 
 
Department 
RAE 
score TD DPR 
   
     
University of Sheffield                          5 316 W 
 
(continued…)    
University of Southampton                        5* 279 W  University of Hertfordshire                      3b 25 C 
University of Oxford                             5* 260 W  RNCM 4 25 P 
University of Cambridge                          5* 218 W  University of Aberdeen                           3a 23 W 
Royal Holloway 5* 197 W  University of Exeter                             4 22 M 
King's College London                            5 162 M  University of Salford                            4 20 M 
Royal Academy of Music                           4 156 P  University of Sussex                             5 20 W 
University of Leeds                              4 132 W  University of Huddersfield                       5 19 M 
University of Manchester                         5* 124 M  University of Glasgow                            4 19 M 
Open University                                  4 113 W  De Montfort University                           4 17 M 
Cardiff University                               5 99 W  Dartington College of Arts                       4 12 M 
University of Nottingham                         5* 92 W  RSAMD 3b 10 P 
City University                                  5* 90 W  Anglia Polytechnic University                    3b 9 M 
University of York                               5 82 M  University of East Anglia                        4 9 W 
Goldsmiths College                               5 80 W  University of Reading                            3a 9 W 
University of Edinburgh                          4 80 W  Oxford Brookes University                        3a 7 M 
University of Durham                             4 72 W  University of Surrey Roehampton                  3a 7 W 
University of Bristol                            5 68 W  Kingston University                              3b 6 M 
University of Liverpool                          4 65 W  Napier University                                2 6 P 
SOAS 5 57 W  Canterbury CCUC 3b 5 P 
University of Wales, Bangor                      5 56 W  University College Northampton                   3b 5 C 
University of Hull                               5 54 W  Thames Valley University                         2 5 M 
Keele University                                 4 51 M  St Martin's College                              2 4 M 
Lancaster University                             4 51 W  University of Ulster                             3a 4 M 
Queen's University, Belfast                5 44 W  Bath Spa University College                      3a 2 M 
University of Birmingham                         5* 43 M  Liverpool JMU                 2 2 C 
Royal College of Music                           4 40 P  Bretton Hall                                     3a 0 M 
UCE in Birmingham      3a 31 P  Liverpool Hope                                   3b 0 C 
University of Newcastle                          5* 29 W  London Guildhall University                      3b 0 M 
University of Surrey                             3a 27 M  University College Chichester                    1 0 C 
 
 W = writing, M = mixed, P = performance, C = composition. 
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It can be seen in Table 12 above that those departments with high values for TD are 
most likely to be classed as writing departments. Conversely, those with low values 
for TD are most likely not to be writing departments. Also, writing departments are 
more likely to have a higher RAE score: seven writing departments with 5*, nine 
with 5, seven with 4 and three with 3a (there are no departments with 1–3b). 
 
Again, this is perhaps as much a reflection of the data source as the ability of citations 
to provide a measure of quality, but equally it may be that departments with a 
higher quality of research are more likely to produce written material than any 
other submission type. 
 
 
5.4 AHCI-indexed Journals 
 
Sixty-three journals indexed by AHCI are listed as being in the subject of music. 
These are listed in Table F, Appendix 5. The 445 submissions for RAE2001 which 
were classed as journal articles appeared in a total of 181 different journals (listed in 
Table G Appendix 5). Of these 445 articles, 194 were submitted to a total of 34 of the 
63 AHCI-indexed music journals.16 The top ten journals by numbers of article 
submitted for RAE2001 are shown in Table 13 below. 
 
Table 13: top ten journals by number of submitted articles 
Journal title 
No. 
Submissions 
Music Analysis* 28 
Music and Letters* 25 
Journal of the Royal Musicological Association* 24 
Early music* 22 
Cambridge opera journal 14 
Musical Times* 13 
Organised Sound 10 
British Journal of Ethnomusicology 9 
British Journal of Music education 9 
Contemporary Music Review 9 
Total 163 
 
* AHCI-indexed journals 
                                                
16 In comparison, archaeology authors submitted 927 articles to 341 journals for RAE2001. 
Submissions were made to 23 AHCI-indexed archaeology journals (out of 37) (Norris & Oppenheim 
2003, p.725). 
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A list of total numbers of articles submitted to AHCI-indexed music journals by each 
department is shown in Table H, Appendix 5. Using these totals to calculate a mean 
across each RAE score grouping, a perfect correlation between RAE scores and the 
number of articles submitted to AHCI-indexed journals can be seen at RAE score 
level (see Table 14 below). This is another example of summation hiding low-level 
variation of counts and thus showing a stronger correlation. 
 
Table 14: mean for RAE score groups of the number of articles submitted to AHCI-indexed music 
  journals per department 
RAE score 
Mean no. 
of articles 
 5* 7.11 
 5 3.92 
 4 2.94 
 3a 2.11 
 3b 0.38 
 2 0.25 
 1 0.00 
  
 
A number of submissions by authors identified as music psychologists were 
published in journals that are indexed in the Social Science Citation Index as opposed 
to AHCI. These include British Journal of Psychology, British Journal of Developmental 
Psychology and Behavioral and Brain Sciences. This suggests that music psychologists 
belong to a different area of publication and have a corresponding difference in 
citing behaviour (these non-music journals are not in the list of AHCI-indexed music 
journal articles in Appendix 5 and have not been counted in the correlation test for 
AHCI-indexed journals). 
 
A number of other authors had submissions that were published in AHCI-indexed 
journals that are listed in categories other than music. These journals include Critical 
Quarterly, Cultural Studies, Historical Journal, New German Critique and Comparative 
Literature. This shows that authors within music do not constrain themselves to 
purely music-related journals, with over 30% of articles being submitted to journals 
that are not music-specific. This behaviour may possibly be seen among authors in 
other UoAs, but the wide range of subject areas covered by music departments 
would suggest that it is perhaps more common within music. 
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There is currently no available research that explores the specific citing behaviour of 
music academics. If, as seems likely, certain areas of research have a greater 
expectation of citing and being cited (e.g. music psychology), this factor should be 
taken into account in a bibliometric assessment process. If such an assessment 
process were to involve citation counting as a constituent element, the analysis or 
calculating algorithm should be weighted in some way according to the citing 
practice of the subject area being assessed. 
 
Crucial to the validity of citation analysis is the selection of journals to be included in 
the citation index from which data are taken. An example of the way in which a 
particular publication’s inclusion in or exclusion from the list of AHCI-indexed 
journals can influence the counting process can be seen in the citation pattern of 
those showing a ‘performance’ predominance. Here, 54 authors are cited between 
one and 12 times. Of these, there are twenty performers who play bowed string 
instruments, altogether receiving 77 citations, 57% of total citations for performers 
(136). Also, there are seventeen pianists, nine of whom perform with string players 
(as indicated by their submissions). These nine account for a further 22 citations 
(16%). 
 
The majority of citations for string players and collaborating pianists came from The 
Strad, a magazine for professional bowed string players, teachers and the general 
public, but which cannot be classed as a research publication in the same way as, for 
example, Music Analysis, the journal with the most submissions. 
 
In this instance, the inclusion of The Strad noticeably increases the representation of 
one of the constituent groups of authors and it is an example of how non-academic 
or non-research journals are necessary to ensure the whole subject is covered. Whilst 
scholarly journals in music carry book reviews and reviews of recordings and music 
editions (a prime example being the AHCI-indexed Early Music) The Strad’s exclusion 
from AHCI would lower the citation count of performers considerably. 
 
A potentially rich data-source can be found in the Répertoire International de 
Littérature Musicale (RILM) Abstracts of Music Literature database. It contains a large 
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amount of bibliographical information that could serve as a source list for a music 
citation index. At present, it does not list or index references so a citation count 
cannot be implemented. However, it provides a far more detailed picture of current 
music research than AHCI as it is not restricted to journal articles. It details a large 
number of books (shown here to be cited twice as often as journals) included in its 
current 400,000 entries (written in 140 languages), with around 30,000 further entries 
being added every year (RILM [n.d.]). 
 
 
5.5 Citation analysis and research assessment 
 
The practical use of citation analysis for research assessment in music would be 
problematic. Any system would have to be thought out very carefully in order to 
gain enough widespread support among the assessed to give it credibility.  
 
Correlating RAE scores with TD, TD/N, TD/AD and (TD x AD)/N, the first four 
correlation results all show a similar value for rs but in each the underlying data is 
‘spelt’ slightly differently. The fourth calculation, (TD x AD)/N, provided a crudely 
weighted total that may or may not be akin to the FTE weighting used by the RAE 
system. The question would be whether a ‘spelling’ could be found that was 
agreeable to most or all stakeholders. 
 
Looking at the scatterplot in Figure 4 above, one can see large amount of 
overlapping in the distribution of departments in the y-direction. This indicates the 
potential for problems if these counts were used for the assignment of RAE scores. 
As an example, below are two different possible methods of score assignment, 
showing clearly that there is a large margin of error when results predicted by these 
models are compared to the actual RAE2001 scores. 
 
In method one, the spread of scores from the results of RAE1996 was mapped onto a 
sample ranking by citation count (in this case by TD) to give a prediction for RAE2001 
scores (see Table J, Appendix 6). Only 37% of departments received the correct score 
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with 22% predicted higher scores and 41% predicted lower scores than were actually 
received.  
 
RAE1996 assessed 57 departments (compared to RAE2001’s 59) so the mapping was 
not perfect. However, the bottom four departments (according to citation count) all 
have zero citations and, as there can be no differentiation between these zero scores, 
it was logical to assign an RAE score of 1 to all four, thus providing the extra two 
scores needed to cover all 59 departments. 
 
However, as Holmes and Oppenheim (2001) point out, “it must be stressed that 
there is no particular reason why the 2001 distribution of scores should be similar to 
that for the 1996 RAE (Holmes & Oppenheim 2001). This being the case, the second 
prediction method uses system of attainment targets rather than fixed score quotas. 
 
In method two, using the mean number of citations per department per RAE score 
group (as seen in Table 6 above), the midpoint between each mean was found (the 
mean of two adjacent means), providing citation-range limits by which to separate 
the departments into specific RAE score groups: 
 
 
x =  a + b  
           2 
 
e.g. (mean of 5* + mean of 5) / 2 
   = (148 + 88.08) / 2 
   = 118.04 
 
These calculations give the ranges shown in Table 16 below: 
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Table 16: citation ranges for predictions by mean 
 
RAE score Citation range 
5* 118+ 
5 72-117 
4 34-71 
3a 10-33 
3b 6-9 
2 2-5 
1 0-1 
  
 
The scores predicted according to these ranges can be seen in Table K, Appendix 6. 
The predicted scores were accurate in 36% of cases, with 17% of departments 
predicted higher scores and 47% predicted lower scores than those actually received 
in RAE2001. 
 
Both systems require fixed markers, either in the form of score group sizes or in 
citation counts needed to attain a certain score. Of these, the second is nearer to the 
RAE2001 system as it allows all departments to gain the highest score 
simultaneously, should they each have the number of citations needed. However, 
the setting of the count-ranges could be seen to be very arbitrary, as in this example. 
As stated in 2.1 above, this could lead to a change in research behaviour as 
departments chase citations, given that “a performance indicator immediately 
becomes a performance objective especially if money is involved” (Lewis 2000, 
p.372). 
 
Another option would be the use of citation analysis as a part of peer assessment, 
giving a guide for each panel as to the relative standing of each department in terms 
of citation counts. Norris and Oppenheim recommend that citation counts “should 
be adopted as the primary procedure for the initial ranking of university 
departments” (Norris & Oppenheim 2003, p.728). However, with such divergent 
results as seen clearly in the scatterplot (Figure 4 above), it is likely that if this was 
used in practice with the current data set (in the subject of music at least) this would 
serve only to add a further layer to the RAE process, adding nothing but 
complications and further expense. 
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However, despite shortcomings such as those detailed above, the correlations 
shown are strong enough to suggest that, with a more comprehensive data set, 
citation counts could yet prove to show a more accurate match with RAE scores. 
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6 Conclusions and recommendations 
 
6.1 Conclusions 
 
Contrary to the null hypothesis posited in 3.3, a strong correlation was in fact found 
between citation count totals at departmental level and RAE scores awarded to the 
departments. However, the range of departmental citation count totals in any given 
RAE score group shows a large overlap with other score groups. As such, these 
counts cannot give directly useful values for the assessment of research quality nor 
can they be used straight-forwardly to assign quality-related scores. Therefore, this 
paper advises that there should be further investigation before the correlations 
found are used as the justification for implementing citation analysis in a research 
assessment system for music. 
 
The correlation test results themselves compare favourably with previous citation-
based research carried out in different subject areas by Thomas and Watkins (1998), 
Smith and Eysenck (2002) and Norris and Oppenheim (2003), amongst others. 
However, the set of circumstances in music leads the author to agree with those 
expressing the opinion that bibliometric methods should be used alongside peer-
based evaluation (van Raan 2005) or simply to inform, but not determine, such 
assessment (Warner 2000). 
 
A significant drawback to the citation-analysis method employed in this study is the 
lack of a suitable data source, given that the AHCI is unrepresentative of music 
research which is undertaken in a broad subject area, encompassing many different 
and changing fields. A significant proportion of its output has little or no 
representation in the AHCI, therefore at present the AHCI gives a view of only a 
small part of the available music research. This is partially due to the choice of 
journals that it indexes and the fact that all other materials, most notably books, are 
excluded from the indexing process. As such, the AHCI should not be used as a data 
source for RAE evaluation at this point. 
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The method and data source used in this study under-represent a very large 
proportion of the studied population in terms of citations. Moreover, many authors 
cannot participate in the citing process due to the nature of their (often practical) 
work. Thus it is highly likely that citation analysis would not gain widespread 
acceptance amongst the assessed as a tool for research assessment, if used as 
presented in this study. 
 
 
6.2 Recommendations 
 
It is suggested to those involved in the administration of the RAE that a similar study 
should be carried out to assess the correlation between citation counts and the scores 
for RAE2008. This would provide further evidence as to whether citation analysis 
could become a useful part of the metrics proposed for the humanities in general 
(and music specifically). 
 
It is recommended that future research should include investigation of: 
 
1. The correlation between peer regard and citation counts for individual 
authors. 
2. The strength of correlations with RAE scores at individual author citation 
count level in other subject areas, especially those already studied. 
3. The practical use of citation data in the assignment of scores for the 
assessment of research quality in a consistent manner. 
4. Publication and citing practices of music academics. 
5. RILM as a source for citation data for the assessment of music research. 
6. Perceptions of the RAE as an indicator of the general quality (instead of 
simply research quality) of departments. 
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8 Appendices 
 
8.1 Appendix 1 
 
Table A: results and predictions from (Sarwar 2000). 
RAE scores Citation counts  
Department 1996 2001(P*) 2001 1995 1996 1997 Total 
Imperial College 5* 5* 5* 73 130 89 292 
University of Newcastle 5* 5* 5 100 125 57 282 
University of Wales, Swansea 5* 5* 5* 89 129 85 303 
University of Bradford 5 4 4 36 20 8 64 
University of Wales, Cardiff 5 5 5* 71 53 36 160 
University of Nottingham 5 5 5 34 35 17 86 
University of Dundee 5 4 5 20 21 13 54 
University College, London 5 5 5 44 77 13 134 
University of Bristol 5 4 5* 8 4 5 17 
City University 5 4 4 21 8 12 41 
University of Liverpool 4 4 4 10 10 4 24 
Loughborough University 4 4 4 33 11 24 68 
University of Manchester 4 5 5 34 30 29 93 
University of Sheffield 4 5 5 33 37 10 80 
University of Southampton 4 4 5* 9 25 2 36 
University of Edinburgh 4 5 5 44 41 27 142 
University of Glasgow 4 4 4 19 7 4 30 
Heriot Watt University 4 5 4 44 8 55 107 
The Queen’s University, Belfast 4 4 5 18 4 11 33 
 
P* = predictions by Sarwar 
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Table B: predictions from (Holmes & Oppenheim 2001) 
 
Department Predicted rank RAE rank RAE score 
City University 1= 1 5* 
University of Sheffield 1= 2= 5 
Loughborough University 3 2= 5 
University of Wales, Aberystwyth  4 8= 3a 
University of Strathclyde 5 4= 4 
Queen Margaret University College  6= 10= 3b 
University of Northumbria at Newcastle 6= 10= 3b 
Manchester Metropolitan University 8 4= 4 
Leeds Metropolitan University 9 4= 4 
University of Central England in Birmingham 10 8= 3a 
Robert Gordon University  11 10= 3b 
University College London  12 4= 4 
University of Brighton  13 10= 3b 
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8.2 Appendix 2 
 
Table C: departmental results showing raw data (ordered by TD) 
 
TD =  departmental total citation count 
N =          departmental mean citation count 
AD =         FTE of A and A* authors 
No. AHCI =  number of submitted articles in AHCI-indexed music journals 
DPr =  Departmental predominance (C = composition, M = mixed, 
P = performance, W = writing) 
 
 
Department 
RAE 
score N AD TD TD/N TD/AD 
(TD x AD) 
/N 
No. 
AHCI DPr 
         
 
University of Sheffield                          5 10 10.0 316 31.6 31.6 316.0 7 W 
University of Southampton                        5* 14 13.0 279 24.5 21.5 259.1 17 W 
University of Oxford                             5* 23 18.2 260 12.6 14.3 228.7 8 W 
University of Cambridge                          5* 18 18.0 218 13.7 12.1 246.0 18 W 
Royal Holloway, University of London             5* 17 13.0 197 14.5 15.2 188.1 7 W 
King's College London                            5 12 11.6 162 23.5 14.0 272.6 3 M 
Royal Academy of Music                           4 46 18.2 156 4.3 8.6 78.0 2 P 
University of Leeds                              4 13 12.7 132 10.8 10.4 136.8 7 W 
University of Manchester                         5* 12 10.0 124 10.3 12.4 103.3 0 M 
Open University                                  4 9 7.5 113 14.6 15.1 109.2 4 W 
Cardiff University                               5 9 9.0 99 11.0 11.0 99.0 3 W 
University of Nottingham                         5* 9 8.0 92 10.2 11.5 81.8 3 W 
City University                                  5* 7 6.6 90 15.6 13.6 102.8 2 W 
University of York                               5 21 13.1 82 3.9 6.3 51.2 4 M 
Goldsmiths College                               5 12 12.0 80 6.7 6.7 80.0 10 W 
University of Edinburgh                          4 15 11.5 80 5.3 7.0 61.3 2 W 
University of Durham                             4 11 10.0 72 9.1 7.2 90.9 8 W 
University of Bristol                            5 8 8.0 68 9.0 8.5 72.0 5 W 
University of Liverpool                          4 9 9.0 65 7.2 7.2 65.0 0 W 
School of Oriental and African Studies           5 7 6.1 57 8.1 9.3 49.7 3 W 
University of Wales, Bangor                      5 10 8.2 56 5.6 6.8 45.9 1 W 
University of Hull                               5 6 5.5 54 9.2 9.8 50.4 1 W 
Keele University                                 4 8 8.0 51 6.4 6.4 51.0 5 M 
Lancaster University                             4 6 5.0 51 16.5 10.2 82.5 5 W 
The Queen's University of Belfast                5 8 8.0 44 5.5 5.5 44.0 8 W 
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Department 
RAE 
score N AD TD TD/N TD/AD 
(TD x AD) 
/N 
No. 
AHCI DPr 
         
 
University of Birmingham                         5* 8 8.0 43 5.4 5.4 43.0 3 M 
Royal College of Music                           4 37 17.1 40 1.5 2.3 26.4 2 P 
University of Central England in Birmingham      3a 31 16.0 31 1.0 1.9 16.0 3 P 
University of Newcastle                          5* 8 8.0 29 3.6 3.6 29.0 6 W 
University of Surrey                             3a 11 10.0 27 4.6 2.7 46.4 3 M 
University of Hertfordshire                      3b 12 5.3 25 2.1 4.7 11.0 0 C 
Royal Northern College of Music                  4 32 14.4 25 0.8 1.7 11.3 0 P 
University of Aberdeen                           3a 7 4.7 23 3.3 4.9 15.4 2 W 
University of Exeter                             4 8 7.5 22 2.8 2.9 20.6 5 M 
University of Salford                            4 10 9.3 20 2.0 2.2 18.5 2 M 
University of Sussex                             5 4 4.0 20 12.0 5.0 48.0 1 W 
University of Huddersfield                       5 8 8.0 19 2.4 2.4 19.0 1 M 
University of Glasgow                            4 7 6.0 19 7.7 3.2 46.3 1 M 
De Montfort University                           4 6 4.4 17 4.2 3.9 18.3 1 M 
Dartington College of Arts                       4 8 6.4 12 1.5 1.9 9.6 0 M 
Royal Scottish Academy of Music and Drama        3b 34 12.6 10 0.3 0.8 3.7 0 P 
Anglia Polytechnic University                    3b 16 6.4 9 0.6 1.4 3.6 1 M 
University of East Anglia                        4 4 4.0 9 2.3 2.3 9.0 3 W 
University of Reading                            3a 9 6.0 9 3.1 1.5 18.7 1 W 
Oxford Brookes University                        3a 7 5.5 7 2.1 1.3 11.8 3 M 
University of Surrey Roehampton                  3a 6 5.5 7 1.2 1.3 6.4 3 W 
Kingston University                              3b 7 5.5 6 0.9 0.9 4.7 1 M 
Napier University                                2 10 4.9 6 0.6 1.2 2.9 0 P 
Canterbury Christ Church University College      3b 9 5.1 5 0.6 1.0 2.8 0 P 
University College Northampton                   3b 4 4.0 5 1.3 1.3 5.0 1 C 
Thames Valley University                         2 8 5.5 5 0.6 0.9 3.5 0 M 
St Martin's College                              2 2 2.0 4 2.0 2.0 4.0 1 M 
University of Ulster                             3a 3 3.0 4 1.3 1.3 4.0 3 M 
Bath Spa University College                      3a 12 6.9 2 0.2 0.3 1.2 1 M 
Liverpool John Moores University                 2 4 4.0 2 0.5 0.5 2.0 0 C 
Bretton Hall                                     3a 6 5.0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 M 
Liverpool Hope                                   3b 3 3.0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 C 
London Guildhall University                      3b 5 4.1 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 M 
University College Chichester                    1 4 4.0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 C 
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8.3 Appendix 3 
 
Table D: authors, their submission types, predominances (P) and citation counts (CC) 
 
Author Department Submissions P CC 
  1 2 3 4   
Davidson JW U of Sheffield Chap in bk Journal art Journal art Journal art J 140 
Cook NJ U of Southampton Chap in bk Auth bk Chap in bk Journal art B 127 
Clarke EF U of Sheffield Journal art Journal art Chap in bk Journal art J 90 
Bent M U of Oxford Chap in bk Chap in bk Chap in bk Chap in bk B 77 
Fallows DN U of Manchester Chap in bk Schol ed Chap in bk Journal art MW 70 
Birtwistle H KCL Comp Comp Comp Comp C 52 
Birtwistle H RAM Comp Comp – – C 52 
Burden M U of Oxford Chap in bk Chap in bk Journal art Chap in bk B 43 
Strohm R U of Oxford Auth bk Chap in bk Chap in bk Chap in bk B 41 
Emmerson ST City U Comp Journal art Journal art Chap in bk MW 39 
Burrows DJ Open U Auth bk Edited bk Schol ed Journal art MW 36 
Holman PK U of Leeds Chap in bk Auth bk Journal art Perf MW 34 
Pople AJ U of Nottingham Chap in bk Chap in bk Auth bk Chap in bk B 32 
Fenlon IA U of Cambridge Auth bk Auth bk Chap in bk Chap in bk B 31 
Simeone N U of Wales, Bangor Auth bk Auth bk Auth bk Journal art B 31 
Bowers RD U of Cambridge Chap in bk Journal art Journal art Chap in bk MW 30 
Windsor WL U of Leeds Chap in bk Journal art Journal art Chap in bk MW 30 
Cooper BAR U of Manchester Auth bk Auth bk Schol ed Journal art MW 30 
Stock JPJ U of Sheffield Auth bk Schol ed Journal art Journal art MW 30 
Everist ME U of Southampton Auth bk Journal art Journal art Journal art J 30 
Monelle R U of Edinburgh Edited bk Chap in bk Chap in bk Auth bk B 30 
Ellis K RHUL Auth bk Journal art Journal art Chap in bk MW 29 
Parker R U of Cambridge Auth bk Auth bk Schol ed Chap in bk B 28 
Crawford TT KCL Schol ed Chap in bk Journal art Chap in bk MW 28 
Cross IRM U of Cambridge Journal art Journal art Chap in bk Chap in bk MW 27 
Carter T RHUL Journal art Auth bk Chap in bk Journal art MW 27 
O Regan N U of Edinburgh Auth bk Chap in bk Internet pub Journal art MW 27 
Talbot MO U of Liverpool Auth bk Auth bk Conf con Schol ed M 26 
Williams P Cardiff U Auth bk Chap in bk Journal art Chap in bk B 26 
Rink J RHUL Auth bk Chap in bk Chap in bk Chap in bk B 25 
Butt JA U of Cambridge Auth bk Chap in bk Chap in bk Perf B 24 
Nicholls DR Keele U Journal art Edited bk – – MW 24 
Dunsby JM U of Reading Chap in bk Chap in bk Chap in bk Journal art B 24 
Kisby F RHUL Journal art Journal art Journal art Chap in bk J 24 
Levi EW RHUL Auth bk Chap in bk Chap in bk Chap in bk B 24 
Dibben N U of Sheffield Journal art Journal art Journal art Journal art J 24 
Head MW U of Southampton Journal art Journal art Journal art Auth bk J 24 
Nicholls DR U of Southampton Journal art Chap in bk – – MW 24 
Howard KD SOAS Chap in bk Chap in bk Journal art Chap in bk B 23 
Jones S SOAS Auth bk Journal art Journal art Journal art J 23 
Jones DW Cardiff U Auth bk Chap in bk Chap in bk Chap in bk B 23 
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Author Department Submissions P CC 
  1 2 3 4   
Samson TJ U of Bristol Auth bk Chap in bk Chap in bk Chap in bk B 22 
Farrell GJ City U Auth bk Journal art Chap in bk Chap in bk B 22 
Fitch FJ U of Durham Schol ed Auth bk Journal art Conf con M 22 
Spink IWA RHUL Auth bk Auth bk Journal art Schol ed MW 22 
Baily JS Goldsmiths Col Journal art Journal art Edited bk Chap in bk MW 20 
Sweeney-Turner S U of Leeds Chap in bk Chap in bk – – B 20 
Drabkin WM U of Southampton Auth bk Chap in bk Journal art Auth bk B 20 
Cross JGE U of Bristol Auth bk Auth bk Chap in bk Chap in bk B 19 
Dreyfus L KCL Auth bk Other (CD) Chap in bk Other (CD) M 19 
Leech-Wilkinson D KCL Journal art Chap in bk Chap in bk Schol ed MW 19 
Blackburn B U of Oxford Journal art Chap in bk Journal art Journal art J 19 
Brooks LJ U of Southampton Journal art Schol ed Journal art Auth bk MW 19 
Newbould BR U of Hull Auth bk Edited bk Chap in bk Journal art B 18 
Fanning DJ U of Manchester Chap in bk Edited bk Auth bk Schol ed B 18 
Cooke MJ U of Nottingham Auth bk Auth bk Auth bk Edited bk B 18 
Potter J U of York Auth bk Edited bk Other (dictent) Perf M 18 
Williams AJ Keele U Auth bk Journal art Journal art Journal art J 17 
Eisen C KCL Chap in bk Chap in bk Schol ed Internet pub M 17 
Bray RW Lancaster U Journal art Chap in bk Journal art Chap in bk MW 17 
Stowell R Cardiff U Auth bk Auth bk Chap in bk Journal art B 17 
Woodfield ID Queen's U Belfast Auth bk Journal art Journal art Auth bk MW 17 
Wishart T U of Birmingham Auth bk Comp Perf Comp M 16 
Holloway RG U of Cambridge Comp Comp Comp Comp C 16 
Ivashkin A Goldsmiths Col Auth bk Edited bk Perf Perf M 16 
Middleton R U of Newcastle Journal art Chap in bk Chap in bk Chap in bk B 16 
Mateer DG Open U Journal art Journal art Journal art Journal art J 16 
Caldwell JA U of Oxford Schol ed Auth bk Comp Journal art M 16 
Hill PHA U of Sheffield Other (CD) Auth bk Edited bk Other (CD) M 16 
Paddison MH U of Durham Auth bk Journal art Conf con Internet pub M 15 
Zon BM U of Durham Auth bk Auth bk – – B 15 
Zon BM U of Hull Auth bk Auth bk – – B 15 
Rastall GR U of Leeds Chap in bk Auth bk Chap in bk Journal art B 15 
Morehen J U of Nottingham Schol ed Schol ed Journal art Schol ed SE 15 
Marston NJ U of Oxford Auth bk Journal art Chap in bk Chap in bk B 15 
Finnissy M RAM Comp Comp Comp Comp C 15 
Finnissy MP U of Southampton Comp Comp Comp Comp C 15 
Banfield SD U of Birmingham Auth bk Chap in bk Edited bk Chap in bk B 14 
Smalley DA City U Journal art Comp Chap in bk Comp MW 14 
Chua DK KCL Auth bk Auth bk Chap in bk Journal art B 14 
Cohen S U of Liverpool Chap in bk Chap in bk Chap in bk Chap in bk B 14 
Howard P Open U Auth bk Journal art Journal art Journal art J 14 
Rowland DE Open U Chap in bk Chap in bk Edited bk Journal art B 14 
Malham DG U of York Conf con Conf con Conf con Conf con CC 14 
Skinner D U of Glasgow Journal art Journal art Journal art Schol ed J 14 
Mawer DH Lancaster U Chap in bk Chap in bk Journal art Auth bk B 13 
Rushton JG U of Leeds Journal art Chap in bk Chap in bk Auth bk B 13 
Adlington RC U of Nottingham Journal art Journal art Journal art Auth bk J 13 
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Author Department Submissions P CC 
  1 2 3 4   
Whiteley S U of Salford Edited bk Auth bk Chap in bk Chap in bk B 13 
Irving JA U of Bristol Schol ed Auth bk Auth bk Journal art MW 12 
Truax B De Montfort U Auth bk Other (CD) Journal art Journal art MW 12 
Ayrey CL Goldsmiths Col Journal art Journal art Chap in bk Chap in bk MW 12 
Mordkovitch L RAM Other (CD) Other (CD) Other (CD) Other (CD) P 12 
Wathey AB RHUL Chap in bk Chap in bk Journal art Journal art MW 12 
Pitts SE U of Sheffield Auth bk Journal art Journal art Journal art J 12 
Johnson JM U of Sussex Auth bk Chap in bk Journal art Journal art MW 12 
Turbet RB U of Aberdeen Auth bk Journal art Journal art Journal art J 12 
Wood B U of Wales, Bangor Schol ed Schol ed Chap in bk Chap in bk M 12 
Keefe SP Queen's U Belfast Journal art Journal art Journal art Journal art J 12 
Fauser A City U Auth bk Journal art Journal art Chap in bk MW 11 
Potter KS Goldsmiths Col Journal art Auth bk Chap in bk Other (CD bklet) MW 11 
Herissone RL Lancaster U Auth bk Journal art Journal art Journal art J 11 
Cooper DG U of Leeds Chap in bk Journal art Journal art Journal art J 11 
Orledge RFN U of Liverpool Auth bk Journal art Chap in bk Chap in bk B 11 
Williamon A RCM Journal art Journal art Chap in bk Chap in bk MW 11 
Myatt A U of York Conf con Comp Comp Comp C 11 
Davis RF U of Cambridge Journal art Journal art Journal art Journal art J 10 
Rankin SK U of Cambridge Edited bk Chap in bk Chap in bk Chap in bk B 10 
Tagg PD U of Liverpool Chap in bk Chap in bk Journal art Chap in bk B 10 
Dawe KN Open U Journal art Journal art Chap in bk Journal art J 10 
Bashford CM Oxford Brookes U Journal art Journal art Chap in bk Internet pub MW 10 
Moore AF U of Surrey Auth bk Journal art Journal art Chap in bk MW 10 
Mellers W U of York Auth bk – – – B 10 
Thomas AT Cardiff U Auth bk Chap in bk Chap in bk Journal art B 10 
Leach EE U of Bristol Journal art Journal art Journal art Journal art J 9 
Webber G U of Cambridge Auth bk Chap in bk Perf Perf M 9 
Bisengaliev M UCE Perf Perf Perf Perf P 9 
Lawson CJ Goldsmiths Col Auth bk Auth bk Auth bk Perf B 9 
Wood C U of Hull Auth bk Auth bk Chap in bk Chap in bk B 9 
Senici E U of Oxford Auth bk Journal art Chap in bk Journal art MW 9 
Mills J RCM Edited bk Journal art Journal art Journal art J 9 
Charlton DP RHUL Chap in bk Chap in bk Auth bk Chap in bk B 9 
Gloag K Cardiff U Auth bk Chap in bk Journal art Other (review) MW 9 
Gilmore B DCA Journal art Journal art Auth bk Other (CD) MW 8 
Spitzer M U of Durham Journal art Journal art Chap in bk Journal art J 8 
Allsop PC U of Exeter Journal art Journal art Auth bk Chap in bk MW 8 
Bryars G U of Hertfordshire Comp Comp Comp Comp C 8 
Dale C U of Hull Auth bk Chap in bk Journal art Journal art MW 8 
Fischman Steremberg RA Keele U Comp Comp Journal art Chap in bk M 8 
Wintle CS KCL Edited bk Journal art Journal art Chap in bk MW 8 
Clarke DI U of Newcastle Journal art Journal art Edited bk Journal art J 8 
Clayton MRL Open U Journal art Journal art Journal art Journal art J 8 
Herbert T Open U Edited bk Chap in bk Edited bk Chap in bk B 8 
Franklin PR U of Oxford Auth bk Chap in bk Chap in bk Chap in bk C 8 
McTier D RAM Other (CD) Perf Perf Perf P 8 
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Author Department Submissions P CC 
  1 2 3 4   
Zielinski SK U of Surrey Conf con Conf con Conf con Journal art CC 8 
Losseff N U of York Other (review) Journal art Journal art Perf M 8 
Tyrrell J Cardiff U Edited bk Auth bk Edited bk Schol ed B 8 
Hamilton KL U of Birmingham Journal art Auth bk Chap in bk Chap in bk B 7 
Castelvecchi S U of Cambridge Schol ed Journal art Schol ed Journal art M 7 
Sutcliffe WD U of Cambridge Journal art Chap in bk Journal art Journal art J 7 
Johnson P UCE Chap in bk Journal art Conf con Journal art MW 7 
Burrell D U of Hertfordshire Comp Comp Comp Comp C 7 
Steinitz RJ U of Huddersfield Auth bk Chap in bk Other (conc nts) Other (festprog) M 7 
Sackman N U of Nottingham Comp Comp Comp Comp C 7 
Bainbridge S RAM Comp Comp Comp Comp C 7 
Gould C RAM Other (CD) Perf Other (CD) Perf P 7 
Pike LJ RHUL Auth bk Chap in bk Schol ed Chap in bk B 7 
Stilwell RJ U of Southampton Journal art Journal art Journal art Journal art J 7 
Russell IG U of Aberdeen Chap in bk Other (CD) Chap in bk Schol ed M 7 
Tomita Y Queen's U Belfast Auth bk Journal art Other (art/ed?) Journal art MW 7 
Knighton TW U of Cambridge Journal art Journal art Journal art Auth bk J 6 
Greer DC U of Durham Auth bk Journal art Schol ed Journal art MW 6 
Sandon NJ U of Exeter Schol ed Schol ed Schol ed Schol ed SE 6 
Smith RL U of Exeter Schol ed Chap in bk Chap in bk Chap in bk B 6 
Marsden AA Lancaster U Auth bk Chap in bk Chap in bk Chap in bk B 6 
Saxton R U of Oxford Chap in bk Comp Comp Comp C 6 
Glauert A RAM Auth bk Chap in bk Journal art Journal art MW 6 
Stobart HF RHUL Chap in bk Chap in bk Journal art Journal art MW 6 
Harvey JD U of Sussex Comp Comp Comp Auth bk C 6 
Paynter J U of York Journal art Journal art Journal art Comp J 6 
Stanzeleit S Napier U Perf Perf Perf Perf P 6 
Lee TS U of Durham Chap in bk Journal art Journal art Internet pub MW 5 
Impett JF U of East Anglia Comp Chap in bk Journal art Journal art MW 5 
Dobbins F Goldsmiths Col Edited bk Chap in bk Chap in bk Conf con B 5 
Teruggi D U of Hertfordshire Comp Comp Comp Comp C 5 
Ng KC U of Leeds Journal art Conf con Journal art Journal art J 5 
Le Cocq JP U Col Northampton Journal art Journal art Journal art Journal art J 5 
Wright PA U of Nottingham Journal art Chap in bk Chap in bk Chap in bk B 5 
Best T Open U Schol ed Chap in bk Journal art Schol ed M 5 
Higginbottom E U of Oxford Perf Perf Perf Perf P 5 
Rees OL U of Oxford Auth bk Schol ed Journal art Journal art MW 5 
Allis M RAM Schol ed Journal art Journal art Journal art J 5 
Muldowney D RAM Comp Comp Comp Comp C 5 
Standage S RAM Other (CD) Other (CD) Other (CD) Other (CD) P 5 
Banks PW RCM Auth bk Chap in bk Schol ed Auth bk B 5 
Howat R RCM Schol ed Schol ed Schol ed Perf SE 5 
Holt SK RHUL Comp Comp Comp Comp C 5 
Stott K RNCM Other (CD) Other (CD) Other (CD) Perf P 5 
Betzwieser TL U of Southampton Journal art Chap in bk Chap in bk Journal art MW 5 
Field CDS U of Edinburgh Chap in bk Journal art Chap in bk Journal art M 5 
Kimbell DRB U of Edinburgh Schol ed Chap in bk Auth bk Chap in bk B 5 
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Author Department Submissions P CC 
  1 2 3 4   
Sheinberg E U of Edinburgh Chap in bk Chap in bk Journal art Auth bk B 5 
Pickard J U of Bristol Comp Comp Comp Comp C 4 
Frolova-Walker M U of Cambridge Journal art Journal art – – J 4 
Graffin P UCE Perf Perf Perf Perf P 4 
Clarke JM U of Huddersfield Comp Journal art Chap/software Journal art M 4 
Cowgill RE U of Huddersfield Chap in bk Journal art – – MW 4 
Jan SB U of Huddersfield Auth bk Journal art – – MW 4 
Potter C Kingston U Journal art Auth bk – – MW 4 
Cowgill RE U of Leeds Chap in bk Chap in bk – – B 4 
Casken J U of Manchester Comp Comp Comp Comp C 4 
Widdess DR SOAS Auth bk Internet pub Journal art Other (brdcst) M 4 
Bujic B U of Oxford Chap in bk Journal art Journal art Journal art J 4 
Johnstone HD U of Oxford Chap in bk Chap in bk Journal art Journal art MW 4 
Carr C RAM Other (CD) Other (CD) Other (CD) Other (CD) P 4 
Roscoe M RAM Other (CD) Other (CD) – – P 4 
Silverthorne P RAM Perf Perf Other (CD) – P 4 
Torrente A RHUL Chap in bk Chap in bk Journal art Auth bk B 4 
Roscoe M RNCM Other (CD) Other (CD) – – P 4 
McGregor RE St Martin's Col Edited bk Comp Journal art Comp M 4 
Frolova-Walker M U of Southampton Journal art Journal art – – J 4 
Mark CM U of Surrey Chap in bk Auth bk Journal art Chap in bk B 4 
Potter CL U of Surrey Roe Auth bk Journal art – – MW 4 
Blake DL U of York Comp Edited bk Comp Comp C 4 
Edwards WA U of Glasgow Schol ed Journal art Perf Chap in bk M 4 
Pinnock A U of Wales, Bangor Schol ed Chap in bk Chap in bk Chap in bk B 4 
Turner C Anglia Polytechnic U Chap in bk Chap in bk Journal art Journal art MW 3 
Allen LV U of Cambridge Chap in bk Chap in bk Journal art Journal art MW 3 
Aspden S U of Cambridge Journal art Journal art Journal art – J 3 
Watkins R CCCUC Comp Other (art on CDROM) Comp Comp C 3 
Barker P U of Hertfordshire Comp Comp Comp Internet pub C 3 
Borthwick AB U of Hull Auth bk Chap in bk Chap in bk Comp B 3 
Deathridge JW KCL Journal art Schol ed Conf con Conf con M 3 
Woodley R Lancaster U Internet pub  Internet pub Chap in bk Chap in bk M 3 
Williamson MG U of Newcastle Chap in bk Journal art Journal art Journal art J 3 
Duran L SOAS Chap in bk Other (CD) Journal art Other (brdcst) M 3 
Wright O SOAS Journal art Journal art Journal art Journal art J 3 
Lingas A U of Oxford Journal art Chap in bk Chap in bk Perf MW 3 
Bucciarelli M Oxford Brookes U Chap in bk Other (op nts?) Journal art Auth bk MW 3 
Fuller S U of Reading Auth bk Chap in bk Chap in bk Schol ed B 3 
Hakim N RAM Comp Comp Comp Comp C 3 
MacGregor J RAM Other (CD) Other (CD) Other (CD) Other (CD) P 3 
Sheppard Skaerved P RAM Other (CD) Other (CD) Other (CD) Perf P 3 
Watkins P RAM Other (CD) Perf Perf Perf P 3 
Bowyer K RNCM Other (CD) Other (CD) Other (CD) Other (CD) P 3 
Frith B RNCM Other (CD) Other (CD) Other (CD) Other (CD) P 3 
Newsome R U of Salford Auth bk Auth bk Comp Comp M 3 
Stras LA U of Southampton Chap in bk Journal art Journal art Journal art J 3 
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  1 2 3 4   
Rumsey FJ U of Surrey Auth bk Journal art Conf con Conf con M 3 
Sheppard Skaerved P Thames Valley U Perf Perf Perf Perf P 3 
Myers A U of Edinburgh Edited bk Journal art Conf con Chap in bk MW 3 
McPherson G RSAMD Comp Comp Comp Comp C 3 
Pascall RJ U of Wales, Bangor Schol ed Chap in bk Chap in bk Chap in bk B 3 
Powers AJ Cardiff U Comp Comp Comp Comp C 3 
Rae CAB Cardiff U Auth bk Journal art Chap in bk Journal art MW 3 
Smaczny JA Queen's U Belfast Auth bk Auth bk Chap in bk Journal art B 3 
Ingham C Anglia Polytechnic U Auth bk Journal art Comp Comp M 2 
Harrison DJT U of Birmingham Comp Comp Comp Comp C 2 
Timms CR U of Birmingham Journal art Conf con Conf con Perf M 2 
Whenham EJ U of Birmingham Chap in bk Auth bk Conf con Conf con M 2 
Thomas WH U of Bristol Edited bk Schol ed Chap in bk Journal art M 2 
Rehding A U of Cambridge Journal art Journal art Other (dictent) – J 2 
Fuller A UCE Perf Perf Perf Perf P 2 
Garnett L UCE Journal art Internet pub Journal art Journal art J 2 
Martin P UCE Perf Perf Comp Comp M 2 
Richardson JG City U Auth bk Chap in bk Auth bk Journal art B 2 
Denyer F DCA Other (CD) Other (CD) Other (CD) Other (CD) P 2 
Landy L De Montfort U Auth bk Auth bk Journal art Chap in bk B 2 
Skempton H De Montfort U Comp Comp Comp Comp C 2 
Chadd DF U of East Anglia Chap in bk Internet pub Auth bk – B 2 
McVeigh SW  Goldsmiths Col Journal art Chap in bk Chap in bk Chap in bk B 2 
Norman K Goldsmiths Col Chap in bk Perf Perf Perf P 2 
Polfreman R U of Hertfordshire Software Conf con Journal art Conf con M 2 
Sturrock K Kingston U Perf Perf Perf Perf P 2 
Horn RDW U of Liverpool Journal art Chap in bk Auth bk Chap in bk B 2 
Gardiner IR Liverpool JMU Comp Comp Perf Comp C 2 
Olleson PJ U of Nottingham Journal art Chap in bk Chap in bk Journal art MW 2 
Philip RM Open U Chap in bk Other (brdcst) Chap in bk – B 2 
Henson K U of Oxford Journal art Journal art Chap in bk Journal art J 2 
La Rue HTAM U of Oxford Chap in bk Exhibition Other (db) Other (db) M 2 
Griffiths DM Oxford Brookes U Chap in bk Journal art Journal art Journal art J 2 
O'Donnell J RAM Other (CD) Other (CD) Other (CD) Other (CD) P 2 
Rowland Jones S RCM Comp Comp Schol ed Journal art M 2 
Thompson PJ RCM Chap in bk Journal art Conf con Conf con M 2 
Chew GA RHUL Chap in bk Chap in bk Journal art Chap in bk B 2 
Firsova E RNCM Comp Comp Comp Comp C 2 
Lee CP U of Salford Auth bk Auth bk Chap in bk Chap in bk B 2 
Scott D U of Salford Edited bk Chap in bk Journal art Journal art MW 2 
Dingle CP U of Sheffield Other (PhD) Journal art – – M 2 
Downes SC U of Surrey Auth bk Chap in bk Journal art Journal art MW 2 
Norton B U of Surrey Roe Journal art Journal art – – J 2 
Osmond-Smith D U of Sussex Journal art Journal art Journal art Chap in bk J 2 
Mead P Thames Valley U Perf Perf Perf Perf P 2 
Brooks WF U of York Chap in bk Comp Journal art Comp M 2 
Griffiths D U of York Auth bk Journal art Other (dictent) – M 2 
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  1 2 3 4   
Marsh RM U of York Comp Comp Comp Other (audiobk) C 2 
Sorrell NFI U of York Journal art Conf con Comp Journal art M 2 
Wainwright J U of York Auth bk Chap in bk Chap in bk Conf con B 2 
Porter JW U of Aberdeen Other (dictent) Chap in bk Edited bk Chap in bk B 2 
Smith DJ U of Aberdeen Schol ed Chap in bk Schol ed Journal art M 2 
Osborne N U of Edinburgh Comp Comp Comp Comp C 2 
Harper JM U of Wales, Bangor Auth bk Chap in bk Journal art Chap in bk B 2 
Harper SE U of Wales, Bangor Edited bk Edited bk Chap in bk Journal art B 2 
Hellawell PRHD Queen's U Belfast Comp Comp Comp Comp C 2 
Palmer FP Queen's U Belfast Auth bk Auth bk – – B 2 
Hunter DM U of Ulster Perf Journal art Other (CD) Journal art M 2 
Russ M U of Ulster Chap in bk Journal art Journal art Journal art J 2 
Bosanquet C Anglia Polytechnic U Chap in bk Auth bk Comp Auth bk B 1 
Odell-Miller H Anglia Polytechnic U Chap in bk Chap in bk Chap in bk Conf con B 1 
Rowland-Jones A Anglia Polytechnic U Journal art Journal art Journal art Journal art J 1 
Streeter E Anglia Polytechnic U Chap in bk Journal art Auth bk Conf con MW 1 
Odam G Bath Spa U Col Auth bk Journal art Other (bklet) Conf con M 1 
Spring M Bath Spa U Col Other (CD) Chap in bk Other (CD) Journal art M 1 
Newark C U of Cambridge Journal art Journal art – – J 1 
Campbell D CCCUC Perf Perf Perf Perf P 1 
Dimitrova L CCCUC Perf Perf Perf Perf P 1 
Carolan L UCE Perf Perf Perf Perf P 1 
Clarke A UCE Perf Perf Perf – P 1 
de Saram R UCE Perf Perf Perf Perf P 1 
Ross J UCE Perf Perf Perf Perf P 1 
Wilson M UCE Perf Perf Perf Perf P 1 
Robarts JZ City U Chap in bk Journal art Chap in bk Journal art MW 1 
Samuel R City U Comp Comp Comp Comp C 1 
Laws C DCA Chap in bk Journal art Journal art Journal art J 1 
Wiggins T DCA Chap in bk Journal art Journal art Other (CD) MW 1 
Hugill A De Montfort U Comp Comp Chap in bk Software M 1 
Manning PD U of Durham Comp Journal art Internet pub Journal art MW 1 
Gritten AJ U of East Anglia Journal art Journal art Journal art Internet pub J 1 
Waters SJ U of East Anglia Comp Chap in bk Comp Internet pub M 1 
Grange PR U of Exeter Comp Comp – – C 1 
Jones TR U of Exeter Journal art Journal art Auth bk Perf MW 1 
Harrison SE Goldsmiths Col Perf Perf Other (CD) Other (CD) P 1 
Pryer AJ Goldsmiths Col Journal art Journal art Journal art Chap in bk J 1 
Redgate R Goldsmiths Col Chap in bk Perf Perf Perf P 1 
Sadler AG U of Hull Conf con Schol ed Schol ed Schol ed SE 1 
Kelly BL Keele U Chap in bk Chap in bk Journal art Conf con MW 1 
Vaughan MP Keele U Comp Comp Comp Comp C 1 
Fend M KCL Conf con Conf con Conf con Internet pub CC 1 
Milstein SR KCL Comp Comp Comp Comp C 1 
Boynton NA Lancaster U Chap in bk Chap in bk Chap in bk Journal art B 1 
Blezzard JH U of Liverpool Journal art Journal art Schol ed Journal art J 1 
Williamson JG U of Liverpool Chap in bk Conf con Chap in bk Conf con M 1 
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Grange PR U of Manchester Comp Comp – – C 1 
Gregor-Smith B U of Manchester Perf Perf Perf Perf P 1 
Biddle ID U of Newcastle Chap in bk Journal art Journal art Chap in bk MW 1 
Sansom MJ U of Newcastle Comp Internet pub – – M 1 
Hughes DW SOAS Internet pub  Internet pub Internet pub Other (CD) IP 1 
Wollenberg SLF U of Oxford Other (brdcst) Chap in bk Chap in bk Chap in bk B 1 
Rhys PQ U of Reading Comp Comp Comp Comp C 1 
Dussek M RAM Other (CD) Other (CD) Other (CD) Other (CD) P 1 
Martineau M RAM Other (CD) Other (CD) Other (CD) Other (CD) P 1 
McBurney G RAM Comp Comp Comp Comp C 1 
Outram M RAM Other (CD) Other (CD) Perf Perf P 1 
Shorr A RAM Perf Other (CD) Other (CD) Other (CD) P 1 
Summerly J RAM Other (CD) Other (CD) Other (CD) Perf P 1 
Thompson M RAM Other (CD) Other (CD) Other (CD) Perf P 1 
Wallace J RAM Other (CD) Other (CD) Chap in bk Perf P 1 
Ball A RCM Perf Perf Perf Perf P 1 
Bassano P RCM Journal art Perf Perf Perf P 1 
Burnand DG RCM Comp Comp Journal art Conf con M 1 
Horton P RCM Journal art Journal art Chap in bk Schol ed MW 1 
Spicer P RCM Auth bk Perf Comp Comp M 1 
Whitehead L RCM Chap in bk Journal art Journal art Chap in bk MW 1 
Wiegold PJ RHUL Comp Comp Comp Comp C 1 
Bodman Rae JC RNCM Auth bk Journal art Chap in bk Auth bk B 1 
Carpenter G RNCM Comp Comp Comp Comp C 1 
Fingerhut M RNCM Other (CD) Other (CD) Other (CD) Other (CD) P 1 
Gorb A RNCM Comp Comp Comp Comp C 1 
Gregson E RNCM Comp Comp Comp Comp C 1 
Ogden C RNCM Other (CD) Other (CD) Perf Perf P 1 
Presland C RNCM Other (CD) Other (CD) Perf Perf P 1 
Vassallo E RNCM Other (CD) Perf Other (CD) Perf P 1 
Brown AM U of Sheffield Schol ed Chap in bk Schol ed Internet pub M 1 
Moore AJ U of Sheffield Other (CD) Other (CD) Comp Comp M 1 
Norris DO U of Southampton Perf Other (CD) Other (CD) Perf P 1 
O'Hagan P U of Surrey Roe Perf Perf Perf Journal art P 1 
LeFanu N U of York Comp Comp Comp Comp C 1 
Kitchen J  U of Edinburgh Perf Perf Journal art Conf con M 1 
Nelson P U of Edinburgh Journal art Comp Conf con Chap in bk M 1 
Trewin M U of Edinburgh Journal art Conf con Chap in bk Other (CD) M 1 
Sweeney WJ U of Glasgow Comp Comp Comp Comp C 1 
Crouch R RSAMD Perf Other (CD) Other (CD) Perf P 1 
Fischer S RSAMD Auth bk Chap in bk – – B 1 
Irvine R RSAMD Perf Perf Other (CD) Perf P 1 
MacDonald A RSAMD Comp Comp Comp Comp C 1 
MacDonald A RSAMD Other (CD) Other (CD) Perf Other (lecture) P 1 
MacKillop R RSAMD Other (CD) Other (CD) Schol ed Other (CD) P 1 
Sweeney WJ RSAMD Comp Comp Comp Comp C 1 
Ap Sion PE U of Wales, Bangor Comp Comp Comp Comp C 1 
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Thomas W U of Wales, Bangor Auth bk Auth bk Journal art Chap in bk B 1 
McCleave SY Queen's U Belfast Chap in bk Journal art Auth bk Journal art MW 1 
Bullard A Anglia Polytechnic U Comp Comp Comp Comp C 0 
Burn C Anglia Polytechnic U Comp Comp Comp Comp C 0 
Crilly D R Anglia Polytechnic U Journal art Chap in bk Comp Chap in bk MW 0 
Fell S Anglia Polytechnic U Comp Comp Comp Comp C 0 
Flanagan K Anglia Polytechnic U Comp Comp Comp Chap in bk C 0 
Hoadley RJ Anglia Polytechnic U Comp Comp Software Software M 0 
Jackson P Anglia Polytechnic U Comp Comp Comp Chap in bk C 0 
Oldfield A Anglia Polytechnic U Chap in bk Chap in bk Chap in bk Other (video) B 0 
Rawson R Anglia Polytechnic U Journal art Schol ed Chap in bk Conf con M 0 
Sweet G Anglia Polytechnic U – Journal art Journal art Comp J 0 
Atkinson N Bath Spa U Col Comp Comp Comp Comp C 0 
Cashian P Bath Spa U Col Other (CD) Comp – – M 0 
Dobson R Bath Spa U Col Chap in bk Conf con Software Software M 0 
Glover J Bath Spa U Col Auth bk Auth bk Auth bk Auth bk B 0 
Gribben D Bath Spa U Col Comp – Comp – C 0 
Heaton R Bath Spa U Col Other (CD) Other (CD) Perf Chap in bk P 0 
Hyde J  Bath Spa U Col Comp Comp – – C 0 
Kerstens T Bath Spa U Col Other (CD) Perf Perf Other (CD) P 0 
Smith G Bath Spa U Col Auth bk Other (CD) Comp Journal art M 0 
Smith R Bath Spa U Col Comp Comp Comp Comp C 0 
Hoyland DV U of Birmingham Comp Comp Comp Comp C 0 
ONeill MJL U of Birmingham Journal art Journal art Conf con Other (brdcst) M 0 
Brown C Bretton Hall Auth bk Chap in bk Chap in bk Auth bk B 0 
Halfyard J Bretton Hall Journal art Internet pub Perf Perf M 0 
Muir S Bretton Hall Chap in bk Journal art – – MW 0 
Peres da Costa N Bretton Hall Perf Perf Perf Perf P 0 
Standford P Bretton Hall Comp Comp Comp Comp C 0 
White B Bretton Hall Internet pub  Other (ed) Other (ed) – O 0 
Beckles Willson R U of Bristol Internet pub  Journal art Journal art – J 0 
Poole GR U of Bristol Comp Comp – – C 0 
Thurlow J U of Cambridge Comp Comp Chap in bk Journal art M 0 
Bowman P CCCUC Perf Auth bk Journal art Perf M 0 
Burwell K CCCUC Perf Perf Perf Perf P 0 
Downes M CCCUC Journal art Edited bk Perf Edited bk MW 0 
Edlin P CCCUC Comp Comp Comp Comp C 0 
Hancox G CCCUC Perf Perf Perf Perf P 0 
Henshall D CCCUC Comp Comp Comp Comp C 0 
Caird G UCE Perf Perf Perf Perf P 0 
Cashian P UCE Comp Comp Comp Comp C 0 
Coccioli L UCE Comp Comp Comp Comp C 0 
Comberti M UCE Perf Perf Perf Perf P 0 
Cutler J UCE Comp Comp Comp Comp C 0 
Downes A UCE Comp Comp Comp Comp C 0 
Fergus-Thompson G UCE Perf Perf Perf Perf P 0 
Grant R UCE Comp Comp Comp Comp C 0 
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Harlow M UCE Perf Schol ed Journal art Schol ed M 0 
Harris M UCE Perf Perf Chap in bk Perf P 0 
Harrison P UCE Perf Perf Perf Perf P 0 
Holland J UCE Perf Perf Perf Perf P 0 
Lilley C UCE Perf Perf Perf Perf P 0 
Lockett M UCE Comp Comp Comp Perf C 0 
Lyons W UCE Perf Perf Perf Perf P 0 
Mayer J UCE Comp Comp Comp Comp C 0 
Skidmore J UCE Perf Perf Perf Perf P 0 
Strebing J UCE Perf Perf Perf Perf P 0 
Thomas P UCE Perf Perf Perf Perf P 0 
Webb J UCE Comp Comp Comp Comp C 0 
Hall B U Col Chichester Perf Perf Perf Perf P 0 
Paton R U Col Chichester Auth bk Chap in bk Comp Comp M 0 
Robson A U Col Chichester Comp Comp Comp Comp C 0 
Waite M U Col Chichester Comp Schol ed Comp Comp C 0 
Best C DCA Comp Comp Comp Comp C 0 
Cowie E DCA Comp Comp Comp Comp C 0 
Hyde J  DCA Comp Comp Comp Comp C 0 
Thompson K DCA Auth bk Auth bk Journal art Auth bk B 0 
Richards J De Montfort U Comp Comp Other (CD/paper) Other (CD) M 0 
Young J De Montfort U Journal art Comp Comp Comp C 0 
Archbold P U of Durham Comp Comp Comp Comp C 0 
Dibble JC U of Durham Chap in bk Chap in bk Chap in bk Chap in bk C 0 
Harry M U of Durham Comp Comp Comp Comp C 0 
Iwamoto Y U of Durham Journal art Perf Perf Perf P 0 
Mitchell I U of Exeter Perf Perf Perf Other (brdcst) P 0 
Steprans J U of Exeter Comp Perf Perf Comp M 0 
Street DA U of Exeter Chap in bk Journal art Chap in bk Journal art MW 0 
Wibberley R Goldsmiths Col Journal art Journal art Journal art Journal art J 0 
Alvarez J U of Hertfordshire Comp Comp Comp Comp C 0 
Blinko TJ U of Hertfordshire Comp Comp Comp Comp C 0 
Burrell H U of Hertfordshire Comp Comp Comp Comp C 0 
Dearden I U of Hertfordshire Comp Internet pub Perf Exhibition M 0 
Fretwell P U of Hertfordshire Comp Comp Comp Comp C 0 
Parry M U of Hertfordshire Perf Perf Perf Perf P 0 
Smith D U of Hertfordshire Comp Comp Comp Comp C 0 
Adkins M U of Huddersfield Comp Comp Comp Comp C 0 
Bryan JH U of Huddersfield Other (CD) Other (CD) Other (CD) Journal art P 0 
Fox PC U of Huddersfield Chap in bk Chap in bk Comp Comp M 0 
Saunders JE U of Huddersfield Comp Comp Software Comp C 0 
Fearn R Keele U Auth bk Conf con Journal art Journal art MW 0 
Garro D Keele U Comp Comp Comp Comp C 0 
Uduman MS Keele U Comp Comp Comp Comp C 0 
Keeley RI KCL Comp Comp Comp Comp C 0 
Trendell DR KCL Other (CD) Other (ed) Journal art Other (brdcst) M 0 
Arnold S Kingston U Conf con Conf con – – CC 0 
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Brummer L Kingston U Comp Comp Comp Comp C 0 
Jones K Kingston U Chap in bk Comp Journal art Comp M 0 
Millward F Kingston U Comp Comp Comp Comp C 0 
Pearson I Kingston U Chap in bk Journal art – – MW 0 
Barber GD U of Leeds Chap in bk Perf Perf Perf P 0 
Davison AC U of Leeds Journal art Journal art – – J 0 
Hayden ST U of Leeds Comp Comp Comp Comp C 0 
Stefani EJ U of Leeds Comp Comp Comp Comp C 0 
Wilby P U of Leeds Comp Comp Comp Comp C 0 
Jones ML U of Liverpool Chap in bk Journal art Chap in bk Conf con MW 0 
Wishart JRE U of Liverpool Comp Comp Comp Chap in bk C 0 
Hartwell RF Liverpool Hope U Comp Comp Comp Comp C 0 
Powles J Liverpool Hope U Comp Comp Comp Comp C 0 
Pratt SP Liverpool Hope U Comp Comp Comp Comp C 0 
Fulwell P Liverpool JMU Other (a-v) Other (pres) Other (infl) Report M 0 
Mitchell-Davidson PC Liverpool JMU Comp Comp Comp Comp C 0 
Ross GW Liverpool JMU Comp Comp Exhibition Journal art M 0 
Jones L London Guildhall U Other (CD essay) Conf con Journal art Schol ed M 0 
Mackey J London Guildhall U Artefact Artefact Artefact Artefact A 0 
Pamplin T London Guildhall U Journal art Conf con Journal art – J 0 
Prior M London Guildhall U Artefact Artefact Artefact Artefact A 0 
Wrightson K London Guildhall U Journal art Other (evntbro) – Journal art J 0 
Birks RM U of Manchester Perf Perf Perf Perf P 0 
Cropper PJ U of Manchester Perf Perf Perf Perf P 0 
Elcombe DK U of Manchester Chap in bk Perf Perf Perf P 0 
Ireland R U of Manchester Perf Perf Perf Perf P 0 
Malone K U of Manchester Comp Comp Comp Comp C 0 
Poole GR U of Manchester Comp Comp – – C 0 
Cross EGN U of Newcastle Chap in bk Chap in bk Other (ed) Other (ed&CDnts) M 0 
Fernandez A U of Newcastle Comp Comp Comp Comp C 0 
Gribben D U of Newcastle Comp Comp Comp Comp C 0 
Pearson IE U Col Northampton Journal art Chap in bk – – MW 0 
Reim L U Col Northampton Comp Comp Comp Comp C 0 
Williams TN U Col Northampton Comp Comp Comp Comp C 0 
Brubeck D U of Nottingham Perf Perf Perf Comp P 0 
Weller PH U of Nottingham Chap in bk Journal art Chap in bk Journal art MW 0 
Knapp A SOAS Chap in bk Journal art Journal art Other (brdcst) MW 0 
Clark S U of Oxford Journal art Journal art Chap in bk Chap in bk MW 0 
Collins Rice H U of Oxford Comp Comp Comp Comp C 0 
Darlington S U of Oxford Perf Perf Perf Perf P 0 
Gibson IS U of Oxford Comp Chap in bk Chap in bk Chap in bk C 0 
Hinnells D U of Oxford Journal art Chap in bk Auth bk Other (bk rev) MW 0 
Pott F U of Oxford Comp Comp Comp Comp C 0 
Dibley P Oxford Brookes U Comp Comp Comp Comp C 0 
Howle T Oxford Brookes U Comp Comp – – C 0 
Young MW Oxford Brookes U Comp Comp Comp Comp C 0 
Zwaanenburg J Oxford Brookes U Perf Perf Perf Perf P 0 
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Bamford A U of Reading Comp Comp Comp Comp C 0 
Bannan NJC U of Reading Chap in bk Chap in bk Chap in bk Journal art B 0 
Kent CJ U of Reading Journal art Chap in bk Journal art Perf MW 0 
Ker D U of Reading Comp Comp Comp Comp C 0 
Tatlow R U of Reading Chap in bk Chap in bk Chap in bk Other (CD nts) B 0 
Wilson CR U of Reading Journal art Journal art Journal art Chap in bk J 0 
Bell S RAM Other (CD) Other (CD) Other (CD) Perf P 0 
Brown C RAM Comp Comp Comp Comp C 0 
Byrchmore R RAM Comp Comp Comp Comp C 0 
Clark A RAM Other (CD) Other (CD) Other (CD) Other (CD) P 0 
Eastop P RAM Other (CD) Perf Perf Perf P 0 
Freeman-Attwood J RAM Other (CD) Perf Perf Journal art P 0 
Heyde N RAM Schol ed Other (CD) Other (CD) Perf P 0 
Kanga S RAM Perf Perf Perf Perf P 0 
Lane P RAM Other (CD) Other (CD) Other (CD) Other (CD) P 0 
Langdon S RAM Other (CD) Other (CD) Other (CD) Other (CD) P 0 
Maxwell M RAM Other (CD) Perf Perf Perf P 0 
Milne H RAM Other (CD) Other (CD) Other (CD) Other (CD) P 0 
Partridge I RAM Other (CD) Other (CD) Other (CD) Other (CD) P 0 
Patterson P RAM Comp Comp Comp Comp C 0 
Presencer G RAM Other (CD) Other (CD) Perf – P 0 
Russill P RAM Other (CD) Perf Chap in bk Schol ed M 0 
Speake M RAM Perf Perf Other (CD) Other (CD) P 0 
Titterington D RAM Perf Perf Perf Perf P 0 
Walker N RAM Other (CD) Perf Other (CD) Perf P 0 
Watkins R RAM Other (CD) – Perf Perf P 0 
Anderson J RCM Comp Comp Chap in bk Chap in bk M 0 
Bond T RCM Perf Perf Perf Comp P 0 
Bradbury C RCM Perf Perf Perf Schol ed P 0 
Chilingirian L RCM Perf Perf Schol ed Perf P 0 
Davies O RCM Perf Perf Other (exhib) – P 0 
Francis S RCM Perf Perf Perf Perf P 0 
Gifford G RCM Perf Perf Perf Perf P 0 
Graham D RCM Perf Perf Perf Perf P 0 
Herford H RCM Perf Perf Perf Perf P 0 
Horch K RCM Chap in bk Perf Perf Perf P 0 
Immelman N RCM Journal art Perf Perf – P 0 
Lindberg JJ RCM Schol ed Perf Perf Perf P 0 
McCrea A RCM Chap in bk Journal art Journal art Schol ed MW 0 
Mera M RCM Conf con Conf con Comp Journal art M 0 
Mival W RCM Other (brdcst) Comp Comp Comp C 0 
Nex J RCM Journal art Chap in bk Journal art Conf con MW 0 
Phillips M RCM Perf Perf Perf Perf P 0 
Ritterman J RCM Chap in bk Chap in bk Chap in bk Journal art B 0 
Roxburgh E RCM Comp Comp Comp Comp C 0 
Salter TJ RCM Comp Comp Perf Comp C 0 
Solomon A RCM Perf Perf Perf Perf P 0 
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van der Werff I RCM Perf Perf Perf Perf P 0 
Wells EP RCM Auth bk Edited bk – – B 0 
West J RCM Perf Perf Perf Perf P 0 
Woolley R RCM Perf Perf Perf Perf P 0 
Brown JA RHUL Chap in bk Journal art Journal art Internet pub M 0 
Cashian PJ RHUL Comp Comp Comp Comp C 0 
Lock BJ RHUL Comp Comp Comp Comp C 0 
Anstee I RNCM Other (CD) Other (CD) Other (CD) Perf P 0 
Berry S RNCM Other (CD) Other (CD) Other (CD) Comp P 0 
Buckland R RNCM Perf Perf Perf Other (CD) P 0 
Cahill T RNCM Other (CD) Other (CD) Perf Perf P 0 
Dickinson S RNCM Perf Perf Perf Perf P 0 
Gilbert A RNCM Comp Comp Comp Comp C 0 
Gourlay J RNCM Other (CD) Other (CD) Perf Perf P 0 
Hamilton J RNCM Perf Perf Perf Perf P 0 
Herford H RNCM Perf Perf Perf Perf P 0 
Janski S RNCM Perf Perf Perf Perf P 0 
Jarman D RNCM Schol ed Schol ed Journal art Chap in bk M 0 
Kirschbaum R RNCM Other (CD) Perf Other (CD) Other (CD) P 0 
Lawton J RNCM Perf Perf Perf Perf P 0 
Miller J RNCM Perf Auth bk Other (CD) Other (CD) P 0 
Reynish T RNCM Other (CD) Other (CD) Other (CD) Other (CD) P 0 
Rundell C RNCM Perf Perf Other (CD) Other (CD) P 0 
Scott A RNCM Other (CD) Other (CD) Perf Comp P 0 
Wardman V RNCM Other (CD) Other (CD) Perf Other (CD) P 0 
Zivoni Y RNCM Perf Other (CD) Other (CD) Other (CD) P 0 
Doyle GA St Martin's Col Other Other Other Conf con O 0 
Dewhurst R U of Salford Comp Comp Comp Perf C 0 
Graham P U of Salford Comp Comp Comp Comp C 0 
King D U of Salford Perf Perf Perf Perf P 0 
Robinson P U of Salford Chap in bk Comp Comp Comp C 0 
Williams A U of Salford Comp Comp Journal art Comp C 0 
Wilson M U of Salford Comp Comp Comp Comp C 0 
Nicholson GTF U of Sheffield Comp Comp Comp Comp C 0 
Gordon MZ U of Southampton Comp Comp Comp Comp C 0 
Thomas PJ U of Southampton Other (CD) Comp Other (CD) Comp M 0 
Brookes TS U of Surrey Journal art Conf con Conf con Journal art M 0 
Fisher DM U of Surrey Conf con Chap in bk Auth bk Auth bk B 0 
Forbes ES U of Surrey Comp Comp Comp Comp C 0 
Goss SM U of Surrey Comp Comp Comp Comp C 0 
Grimley DM U of Surrey Conf con Internet pub – – M 0 
Williamson C U of Surrey Perf Perf Perf Perf P 0 
Burnett MA U of Surrey Roe Chap in bk Chap in bk Journal art Journal art MW 0 
Stones AC U of Surrey Roe Comp Comp Comp Comp C 0 
Taylor-Jay C U of Surrey Roe Journal art Conf con – – M 0 
Butler MC U of Sussex Comp Comp Comp Comp C 0 
Clarke N Thames Valley U Comp Comp Comp Comp C 0 
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Ellerby M Thames Valley U Comp Comp Comp Comp C 0 
Hellaby J Thames Valley U Perf Perf Perf Perf P 0 
Howard J Thames Valley U Comp Comp Comp Comp C 0 
Leigh D Thames Valley U Comp Comp Comp Perf C 0 
Merrick L Thames Valley U Perf Perf Perf Perf P 0 
Cole B U of York Chap in bk Auth bk – – B 0 
Field A U of York Comp Comp Comp Comp C 0 
Howell TB U of York Chap in bk Chap in bk Journal art Conf con MW 0 
Modler P U of York Conf con Conf con Conf con Internet pub CC 0 
Orton R U of York Software Journal art Comp Journal art M 0 
Seymour PG U of York Perf Perf Perf Perf P 0 
Simaku T U of York Comp Comp Comp Comp C 0 
Stringer JC U of York Comp Comp Comp Comp C 0 
Alburger MA U of Aberdeen Journal art Chap in bk Journal art Software MW 0 
Stollery P U of Aberdeen Comp Comp Comp Comp C 0 
Williams RB U of Aberdeen Auth bk Perf Comp Comp M 0 
Coates L U of Edinburgh Comp Comp Comp Comp C 0 
Dow R U of Edinburgh Comp Comp Comp Comp C 0 
Harper E U of Edinburgh Comp Comp Comp Comp C 0 
O Brien G U of Edinburgh Chap in bk Conf con Journal art Journal art MW 0 
Parks R U of Edinburgh Edited bk Edited bk Design – B 0 
Boehm CB U of Glasgow Journal art Conf con Conf con Conf con CC 0 
Fells NA U of Glasgow Comp Comp Comp Comp C 0 
Hair GB U of Glasgow Comp Comp Comp Comp C 0 
Rycroft ME U of Glasgow Conf con Schol ed Conf con – CC 0 
Ashton N Napier U Perf Perf Perf Perf P 0 
Butterworth A Napier U Auth bk Other (art) Conf con Conf con M 0 
Davismoon S Napier U Comp Comp Comp Comp C 0 
Dempster K Napier U Comp Comp Comp Comp C 0 
Harris M Napier U Perf Perf Perf Perf P 0 
Morley R Napier U Perf Perf Perf Perf P 0 
Neave A Napier U Perf Perf Perf Perf P 0 
Sawers I Napier U Perf Perf Perf Perf P 0 
Severn E Napier U Perf Comp Perf Conf con M 0 
Allen B RSAMD Other (CD) Other (CD) Other (CD) Other (CD) P 0 
Bennett M RSAMD Auth bk Conf con Journal art Other (CD) M 0 
Boddice N RSAMD Other (CD) Other (CD) Other (CD) Other (CD) P 0 
Boyle R RSAMD Comp Comp Comp Comp C 0 
Campbell K RSAMD Other (CD) Other (CD) Other (CD) Comp P 0 
Campbell R RSAMD Comp Comp Comp Comp C 0 
Corbett H RSAMD Perf Perf Other (CD) Perf P 0 
Cushing J RSAMD Other (CD) Perf Other (CD) Other (CD) P 0 
Davies D RSAMD Perf Perf Perf Other (CD) P 0 
Davismoon S RSAMD Comp Comp Journal art Comp C 0 
Douglas S RSAMD Journal art Schol ed Schol ed Journal art M 0 
Duffy C RSAMD Journal art Conf con Journal art Journal art J 0 
Geddes JM RSAMD Comp Comp Comp Comp C 0 
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Gill L RSAMD Other (brdcst) Perf Perf Other (CD) P 0 
Hall R RSAMD Other (CD) Other (CD) Other (CD) Other (CD) P 0 
Humphreys K RSAMD Perf Perf Perf Perf P 0 
Hunter A RSAMD Other (CD) Auth bk Other (CD) Journal art M 0 
Inness P RSAMD Comp Comp Comp Comp C 0 
Kenny J RSAMD Other (CD) Other (CD) Other (CD) Other (CD) P 0 
McNaught G RSAMD Other (CD) Perf Other (CD) Perf P 0 
Miller J RSAMD Other (CD) Schol ed Chap in bk – M 0 
Munro G RSAMD Chap in bk Schol ed – – M 0 
Neave A RSAMD Other (CD) Other (CD?) Other (CD) Perf P 0 
Seivewright P RSAMD Other (CD) Other (CD) Perf Other (CD) P 0 
Severn E RSAMD Other (CD?) Comp Perf Conf con M 0 
Thorne P RSAMD Other (brdcst) Perf – Perf M 0 
Eisentraut JE U of Wales, Bangor Comp Comp Comp Comp C 0 
Lewis AP U of Wales, Bangor Comp Comp Comp Comp C 0 
Walsh MS Cardiff U Auth bk Chap in bk Chap in bk Internet pub B 0 
Alcorn MP Queen's U Belfast Comp Comp Comp Comp C 0 
Wilson I U of Ulster Comp Comp Comp Comp C 0 
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8.4 Appendix 4 
 
Table E: full list of “Other” submission types. 
 
"Other" details Count 
Other 4 
Other (article) 1 
Other (article on CDROM) 1 
Other (article/edition?) 1 
Other (audiobook) 1 
Other (audio-visual) 1 
Other (booklet) 1 
Other (book review) 1 
Other (broadcast) 11 
Other (CD booklet) 1 
Other (CD essay) 1 
Other (CD notes) 1 
Other (CD) 221 
Other (CD/paper) 1 
Other (CD?) 2 
Other (concert notes) 1 
Other (database) 2 
Other (dictionary entry) 4 
Other (edition) 4 
Other (edition & CD notes) 1 
Other (event brochure) 1 
Other (festival programme) 1 
Other (influence) 1 
Other (lecture) 1 
Other (opera notes?) 1 
Other (PhD thesis) 1 
Other (presentation) 1 
Other (review) 2 
Other (video) 1 
Total 271 
 
N.B. the designations in brackets do not appear on HERO (2002c). They are 
descriptions as noted by the researcher. 
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8.5 Appendix 5 
 
Table F: list of AHCI-indexed music journals 
 
Journal title Country of publication 
Acta Mozartiana Germany 
Acta Musicologica Switzerland 
American Music USA 
Archiv fur Musikwissenschaft Germany 
Asian Music USA 
Avant Scene Opera France 
Bach USA 
Black Music Research Journal USA 
Bulletin of the Council for Research in Music Education USA 
Clavier USA 
College Music Symposium USA 
Computer Music Journal USA 
Down Beat USA 
Early Music UK 
Early Music History USA 
Ethnomusicology USA 
Folk Music Journal UK 
Fontes Artis Musicae USA 
Hudebni Veda Czech Republic 
International Review of the Aesthetics and Sociology of Music Croatia 
Journal of Band Research USA 
Journal of Country Music USA 
Journal of Music Theory USA 
Journal of Musicological Research UK 
Journal of Musicology USA 
Journal of New Music Research UK 
Journal of Research In Music Education USA 
Journal of the American Musical Instrument Society USA 
Journal of the American Musicological Society USA 
Journal of the Royal Musical Association UK 
Latin American Music Review-Revista de Musica Latinoamericana USA 
Leonardo Music Journal USA 
Medical Problems of Performing Artists USA 
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Journal title Country of publication 
Music & Letters UK 
Music Analysis UK 
Music Perception USA 
Music Theory Spectrum USA 
Musicae Scientiae Belgium 
Musical Quarterly USA 
Musical Times UK 
Musik in Bayern Germany 
Musik Und Kirche Germany 
Musikforschung Germany 
Musiktheorie Germany 
Neue Zeitschrift fur Musik Germany 
Nineteenth Century Music USA 
Notes USA 
Nuova Rivista Musicale Italiana Italy 
Opera UK 
Opera News USA 
Opera Quarterly UK 
Osterreichische Musikzeitschrift Austria 
Plainsong & Medieval Music UK 
Popular Music and Society UK 
Revue de Musicologie France 
Rivista Italiana di Musicologia Italy 
Sacred Music USA 
Strad UK 
Studi Musicali Italy 
Tempo USA 
Tijdschrift van de K.V. voor Nederlandse Muziekgeschiedenis Netherlands 
World of Music Germany 
Yearbook for Traditional Music USA 
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Table G: List of journals publishing RAE-submitted work, with totals of submitted 
   articles (AHCI-indexed music journals in bold italics) 
 
Journal title Total articles 
Acta Musicologica 4 
Active Learning 1 
African Music 1 
American Music 1 
American Recorder 1 
Annual Byrd Newsletter 1 
Archives of Acoustics 1 
Arietta 1 
Artigrama 1 
Arts Education Policy Review 1 
Asian Music 3 
Australian Journal Of Music Education 1 
Bach 1 
Bach-Jahrbuch 1 
Basier Jahrbuch fur Historische Musikpraxis 2 
Beethoven Forum 1 
Behavior Research Methods, Intstruments, and Computers 1 
Behavioural And Brain Sciences 1 
beQuadro 1 
British Journal of Developmental Psychology 1 
British Journal of Ethnomusicology 9 
British Journal of Music Education 9 
British Journal of Music Therapy 1 
British Journal of Psychology 1 
British Postgraduate Musicology 2 
Bulletin of the Council for Research in Music Education 1 
Bulletin of the John Rylands University Library Of Manchester 1 
Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies 2 
Bulletin of the Society of Renaissance Studies 1 
Cahiers de Musiques Traditionelles 1 
Cahiers Debussy 2 
Cambridge Opera Journal 14 
Canadian Music Educator 1 
Cencrastus 2 
Chelys 1 
Chime 2 
Choir and Organ 2 
Clavichord International 1 
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Journal title Total articles 
Comparative Literature 1 
Computer Music Journal 3 
Computing in Musciology 1 
Contemporary Music Review 9 
Critical Musicology Journal 1 
Critical Quarterly 1 
Cultural Studies 1 
Dance Research 1 
Diegesis 1 
Digital Creativity 1 
Dutch Journal of Music Theory 1 
Early Keyboard Journal 2 
Early Music 22 
Early Music History 8 
Echo 1 
Eighteenth-Century Fiction 1 
Elgar Society Journal 1 
Ethnomusicology 3 
Folk Music Journal 1 
FOMRHIQ 1 
Fontes Artis Musicae 1 
French Cultural Studies 1 
Galician Review 1 
Galpin Society Journal 5 
Gottinger Handel-Beitrage 4 
Gramophone 1 
Handel-Jahrbuch 1 
Historic Brass Society Journal 2 
Il Saggiatore Musicale 2 
Indiana Theory Review 1 
Informazioni e Studi Vivaldiani  1 
International Journal of Musicology 1 
Internationales Franz Schubert Institut 1 
Interstice 1 
Irish Musical Studies 1 
ISPRS Journal of Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing  1 
Journal of Computer Assisted Learning 1 
Journal of Educational Media 1 
Journal of Electroacoustic Music 1 
Journal of Human Movement Studies 1 
Journal of Memetics 1 
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Journal title Total articles 
Journal of Musicological Research 5 
Journal of Musicology 2 
Journal of New Music Research 2 
Journal of the American Musicological Society 8 
Journal of the Arnold Schoenberg Center 1 
Journal of the Association Of Chinese Music Research 1 
Journal of the Audio Engineering Society 1 
Journal of the British Institute of Organ Studies 4 
Journal of the Royal Musicological Association 24 
Journal of Victorian Culture 1 
Leonardo Music Journal 2 
Literary and Linguistic Computing 1 
Logopedics Phoniatrics Vocology 1 
London Journal of Canadian Studies 1 
Lute News 1 
Mitteilungen der Paul Sacher Stiftung 2 
Mojo 1 
Mozart-Jahrbuch 1 
Music Analysis 28 
Music and Letters 25 
Music Education Research 2 
Music Perception 5 
Music Teacher 2 
Music Theory Online  3 
Musik und Asthetik 2 
Musica Disciplina 1 
Musica e Storia 1 
Musicae Scientiae 1 
Musical Instrument Technology 1 
Musical Performance 1 
Musical Times 13 
Musicologica Olomucensia 1 
Musicus 1 
Musiktheorie 1 
Muzyka 1 
National Arts Education Occasional Papers in the Arts and Education 1 
National Identities 1 
New German Critique 1 
Nhac Viet 1 
Nineteenth Century Music 5 
Nordic Journal of Music Therapy 2 
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Journal title Total articles 
Northern Scotland 1 
Notes 2 
Opera 1 
Organised Sound 10 
Orientalia Christiana Periodica 1 
Oriente Moderno 1 
Performance Practice Review 1 
Perspectives of New Music 1 
Plainsong and Medieval Music 4 
Popular Music 9 
Popular Music and Society 1 
Popular Musicology 1 
Proceedings of the Croatian Musicological Society 1 
Proceedings of the Institute of Acoustics 2 
Proceedings of The Institute of Physics, Northeastern Branch 1 
Psychology of Music 2 
RCO Journal 1 
Recercare 2 
Repercussions 1 
Research Chronicle 1 
Research Studies In Music Education 1 
Revista Musica 1 
Revista Portuguesa de Musicologia 2 
Revue de Musicologie 2 
Royal Musical Association Research Chronicle 6 
RVW Society Journal 1 
Samuel Beckett Today/Aujourd'hui 3 
Schubert durch die Brille 1 
Schweizer Jahrbuch fur Musikwissenschaft 1 
Screen 1 
Simulation Practice and Theory 1 
Soundscape 1 
Spafa Journal 1 
Studies in Scottish Literature 1 
Tempo 4 
The Antiquaries Journal 2 
The Consort 1 
The Court Historian 1 
The Historical Journal 1 
The Hopkins Quarterly Of America 1 
The Library 1 
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Journal title Total articles 
The Lute 2 
The Music Review 3 
The Musical Quarterly 9 
The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians 2 
The Open Space 1 
The Organ Yearbook 2 
The Recorder Magazine 2 
The Strad 1 
The World of Music 1 
Tibia 2 
Tijdschrift voor Nederlandse Muziekgeschiedenis 1 
Transactions of the Cambridge Bibliographical Society 1 
Transactions of the Honourable Society of Cymmrodorion 1 
Von Kranichstein zur Gegenwart 1 
Welsh Music History 3 
Women and Music 1 
Yearbook for traditional music 2 
York Historian 1 
Zeitschrift SAJM 1 
Zhongguo yinyue nianjian (Chinese Music Annual) 1 
                                                                                                               Total: 445 
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Table H: Numbers of articles submitted to AHCI-indexed music journals by 
   department 
 
 
Department 
AHCI 
articles 
University of Sheffield                          7 
University of Southampton                        17 
University of Oxford                             8 
University of Cambridge                          18 
Royal Holloway 7 
King's College London                            3 
Royal Academy of Music                           2 
University of Leeds                              7 
University of Manchester                         0 
Open University                                  4 
Cardiff University                               3 
University of Nottingham                         3 
City University                                  2 
University of York                               4 
Goldsmiths College                               10 
University of Edinburgh                          2 
University of Durham                             8 
University of Bristol                            5 
University of Liverpool                          0 
SOAS 3 
University of Wales, Bangor                      1 
University of Hull                               1 
Keele University                                 5 
Lancaster University                             5 
Queen's University, Belfast                8 
University of Birmingham                         3 
Royal College of Music                           2 
UCE in Birmingham      3 
University of Newcastle                          6 
University of Surrey                             3 
University of Hertfordshire                      0 
RNCM 0 
University of Aberdeen                           2 
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Department 
AHCI 
articles 
University of Exeter                             5 
University of Salford                            2 
University of Sussex                             1 
University of Huddersfield                       1 
University of Glasgow                            1 
De Montfort University                           1 
Dartington College of Arts                       0 
RSAMD 0 
Anglia Polytechnic University                    1 
University of East Anglia                        3 
University of Reading                            1 
Oxford Brookes University                        3 
University of Surrey Roehampton                  3 
Kingston University                              1 
Napier University                                0 
Canterbury CCUC 0 
University College Northampton                   1 
Thames Valley University                         0 
St Martin's College                              1 
University of Ulster                             3 
Bath Spa University College                      1 
Liverpool JMU                 0 
Bretton Hall                                     0 
Liverpool Hope                                   0 
London Guildhall University                      0 
University College Chichester                    0 
                                                                  Total: 181 
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8.6 Appendix 6 
 
Table J: prediction model 1 
 
Department 
RAE1996 
score TD Prediction 
University of Sheffield                          5 316 5* 
University of Southampton                        5* 279 5* 
University of Oxford                             5* 260 5* 
University of Cambridge                          5* 218 5* 
Royal Holloway, University of London             5* 197 5* 
King's College London                            5 162 5* 
Royal Academy of Music                           4 156 5 
University of Leeds                              4 132 5 
University of Manchester                         5* 124 5 
Open University                                  4 113 5 
Cardiff University                               5 99 5 
University of Nottingham                         5* 92 5 
City University                                  5* 90 5 
University of York                               5 82 5 
Goldsmiths College                               5 80 5 
University of Edinburgh                          4 80 5 
University of Durham                             4 72 5 
University of Bristol                            5 68 5 
University of Liverpool                          4 65 5 
School of Oriental and African Studies           5 57 5 
University of Wales, Bangor                      5 56 5 
University of Hull                               5 54 4 
Keele University                                 4 51 4 
Lancaster University                             4 51 4 
The Queen's University of Belfast                5 44 4 
University of Birmingham                         5* 43 4 
Royal College of Music                           4 40 4 
University of Central England in Birmingham      3a 31 4 
University of Newcastle                          5* 29 4 
University of Surrey                             3a 27 4 
University of Hertfordshire                      3b 25 4 
Royal Northern College of Music                  4 25 4 
University of Aberdeen                           3a 23 4 
University of Exeter                             4 22 3a 
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Department 
RAE1996 
score TD Prediction 
University of Salford                            4 20 3a 
University of Sussex                             5 20 3a 
University of Huddersfield                       5 19 3a 
University of Glasgow                            4 19 3a 
De Montfort University                           4 17 3a 
Dartington College of Arts                       4 12 3a 
Royal Scottish Academy of Music and Drama        3b 10 3b 
Anglia Polytechnic University                    3b 9 3b 
University of East Anglia                        4 9 3b 
University of Reading                            3a 9 3b 
Oxford Brookes University                        3a 7 3b 
University of Surrey Roehampton                  3a 7 3b 
Kingston University                              3b 6 3b 
Napier University                                2 6 3b 
Canterbury Christ Church University College      3b 5 3b 
University College Northampton                   3b 5 2 
Thames Valley University                         2 5 2 
St Martin's College                              2 4 2 
University of Ulster                             3a 4 2 
Bath Spa University College                      3a 2 2 
Liverpool John Moores University                 2 2 2 
Bretton Hall                                     3a 0 1 
Liverpool Hope                                   3b 0 1 
London Guildhall University                      3b 0 1 
University College Chichester                    1 0 1 
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Table K: prediction model 2 
 
Department 
RAE2001 
score TD Prediction 
University of Sheffield                          5 316 5* 
University of Southampton                        5* 279 5* 
University of Oxford                             5* 260 5* 
University of Cambridge                          5* 218 5* 
Royal Holloway, University of London             5* 197 5* 
King's College London                            5 162 5* 
Royal Academy of Music                           4 156 5* 
University of Leeds                              4 132 5* 
University of Manchester                         5* 124 5* 
Open University                                  4 113 5 
Cardiff University                               5 99 5 
University of Nottingham                         5* 92 5 
City University                                  5* 90 5 
University of York                               5 82 5 
Goldsmiths College                               5 80 5 
University of Edinburgh                          4 80 5 
University of Durham                             4 72 5 
University of Bristol                            5 68 4 
University of Liverpool                          4 65 4 
School of Oriental and African Studies           5 57 4 
University of Wales, Bangor                      5 56 4 
University of Hull                               5 54 4 
Keele University                                 4 51 4 
Lancaster University                             4 51 4 
The Queen's University of Belfast                5 44 4 
University of Birmingham                         5* 43 4 
Royal College of Music                           4 40 4 
University of Central England in Birmingham      3a 31 3a 
University of Newcastle                          5* 29 3a 
University of Surrey                             3a 27 3a 
University of Hertfordshire                      3b 25 3a 
Royal Northern College of Music                  4 25 3a 
University of Aberdeen                           3a 23 3a 
University of Exeter                             4 22 3a 
University of Salford                            4 20 3a 
University of Sussex                             5 20 3a 
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Department 
RAE2001 
score TD Prediction 
University of Huddersfield                       5 19 3a 
University of Glasgow                            4 19 3a 
De Montfort University                           4 17 3a 
Dartington College of Arts                       4 12 3a 
Royal Scottish Academy of Music and Drama        3b 10 3a 
Anglia Polytechnic University                    3b 9 3b 
University of East Anglia                        4 9 3b 
University of Reading                            3a 9 3b 
Oxford Brookes University                        3a 7 3b 
University of Surrey Roehampton                  3a 7 3b 
Kingston University                              3b 6 3b 
Napier University                                2 6 3b 
Canterbury Christ Church University College      3b 5 2 
University College Northampton                   3b 5 2 
Thames Valley University                         2 5 2 
St Martin's College                              2 4 2 
University of Ulster                             3a 4 2 
Bath Spa University College                      3a 2 2 
Liverpool John Moores University                 2 2 2 
Bretton Hall                                     3a 0 1 
Liverpool Hope                                   3b 0 1 
London Guildhall University                      3b 0 1 
University College Chichester                    1 0 1 
 
 
 
 
